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It's· only a pa.per moon, .L •.• J 
hanging over a oardbea.rd sea. 
But it wouldn't be make-believe, 
if you believed 1n me. 
It's a Ba.mum and Ba.lley world., 
just as phoney as it ean ee. 
But it wouldn't be make-believe, 
if yeu believed in me. 
Arlen, Rose and Harberg 
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ABSTRACT 
... irh1s thesis pr·esents a. elose reading of Flannery 
O'Connor's short story "The Art1f1e1al Nigger." I have 
attempted to demonstrate tha.t the redemption whieh 1s 
claimed for the major character, Mr. Head, ls ironic 
and, therefore,.false. The story proYides a unique 
reading exper1enee due to the subtlety with which 
O'Connor uses her narrator. The reader 1s forced to test f 
the information he receives from the narrator by comparing 
1t to his ewn perception of dialogue and aettoh~ By con-
trolling the reader's perception of Head 1n the opening 
and closing seations, O'Connor duplicates for the re~d.er 
the exper1enee er Head's grandson, whose pereeptlons are 
similarly controlled by Head. In this way, o•c.onnor forces 
the reader to participate in the story to an unusual degree, 
and in a way which ls elosely analogous to the aetion of 
the story. The effect of this part1e1pat1on is to make the 
reader more fully aware of the irony lnvolTed 1n the 
story's coneluslen. But that effect ea.n only he. felt fully 
by a reader who has followed the actlon with exceptional 
care sinee O'Connor refuses to comment directly en the 
oonolusien and speaks, at that peint, only through the 
unreliable narrator. If the narrator's unreliability has 
not been perceived in the opening paragraphs, the reader 
has no way of testing the "redemptien• which Head cl~lms 
···1·1-
-- ;-- . 
' 
d 
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for himself. In addition to the examination of the use o'f 
the narrator, I have attempted to provide an explanation 
of OiConnor's-use of rae1sm to reveal Head's true sin, his 
pride. The rae1s·m is a manifestation of Head •s sense of 
complete superierlty and proTldes the reader with the means 
to test Head's desor1pt1en ef himself as a perfect·gulde 
., 
for the young. O'Connor defines Head's sinfulness as she 
desorlmes the way in which his racism is transmitted to 
his grandson. Also, the racism becomes an emblem for all 
of the misinformation wh1eh Head supplies Nelson with and 
lt consequently provides the reader with a Detter under-
standing of both ehara.cters. I have tried. to prove that 
a full understanding of these effeets--and of the meaning 
of the initiation experience they desor1ae--can he at-
tained only by close _and constant attention to the text • 
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INTRODUCTION-
.... -.-, ci- -' r·. 
t 
F1anne·r1 O'Connor's short story •The Artifielal 
Nigger" has not attrae~ed the quantity er the quality of 
critical respense that it eeems to deserve. It 1s a tightly 
eonstrueted and delicately arranged aeh1evement. O'Connor has 
loaded. 1 t wl th irony and symaollsm, and the finished product 
prevldes an excellent pedagog1e opportunity for 1nstruet1on 
. ~ 
1n the art of reading. It is therefore 41sappo1nt1ng that 
mere commentators haven't attempted te unravel· its mysteries; 
and it is doubly disappointing ·that those who have tried 
seem so completely te have missed the point. This thesis 
I -· 
effers a reading of the story whleh will demonstrate 
o•conner•s use of peint of view to encourage the reader to 
put himself in the hands of an unreliable guide; just as 
Nelson must depend en his grandfather fer gu1danee, we are 
dependent on the omniscient narrater. Both guides try to 
distort the perception of those they are leading. And it 
is only through testing their guides• interpretatiens or 
reality against reality itself that moth Nelson and. the 
reader tlseover the meaning of the 1n1t1ation experlenee. 
Unfortunately, preYious interpretations will be of 
little use in supporting my reading. Of the few cr1t1os whe 
have actually tangled wl th the story, I have aeen unable to 
find even one who shows a full awareness of O'Connor's pur ..... 
pese. Even these who admire "The Artificial Nigger" seem 
-)-· 
. r ., 
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much too eager te take the story at faoe value. Cr1tles whe 
elsewhere praise O'Connor for her highly deTeloped sense of 
irony are euriousl(v unwi.lling to allow her an 1ron1o con-
clusion for the story. 
Muoh of this difficulty may eome frc,m the too easy 
acceptance of what is believed to be the role.of the Cathol1o 
writer. o•_cennor now seems to 1te trapped. ay the religion 
which she found so exe1t1ng when she was alive. Onee they 
are aware of her theclog1oal eenoerns, her 1ns1stenoe on a 
firm set of oe11efs, and the suseept1m111ty or some of her 
work to doatrinalre 1nterpretat1ens, too many eritios seem 
teo eager te forget the stery 1tsel·f and to rely en doetr1ne 
to see them through. This, of course, does her a great in-
justlee--we are 1n real danger ~f l0slng her art ln what we· 
aelleYe to be her religion, and in allowing a superficial 
understanding of the religion to stand for a deep and un-
prejudleed. analysis of the work 1·tself. "The Artificial 
Nigger~ is not an easy story to 1nterpret--she ma.de 1 t so 
purposely. But that ls no reason to a.N.ndon the story and 
conce,·ntrate on what appears to be relevant doctrine instead.. 
The most startling misreading of the story comes from 
Carter Martin, whose baak The True Country is one of the 
most extens1Te treatments of O'Connor's work. Martin seems 
to have missed not only the ending, with its eruoial irony, 
out :the beginning and m14dle too. How else can we explain 
hl'·s sentimental! ty toward Head, and his· underestimation ef 
the nature and depth of Head. •s Pride? l!e ela1ms that 
... 
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Head ls one of many O'Connor characters wh0: 
arrive a.t the1·r epiphanies from a een-
di tion of relative innocence or ignorance, 
without being ·guilty of active evil or 
longstanding spiritual prideo Consequently· 
t:their illumlnation. is mo.r~ a coming to 
knowlradg~ of God Os grace than an -_ 00 en try 
into th~ ~orld of guilt and suffering." 1 
· More spee1f1cally, he claim~ that: 
. . 
The prlnclpl® theme of ,The Art1f1elal 
Nigger~ _i~oooth® transition of the main 
chara.8ters from inn®cence into sacra-
mental kno?Jled~e; Mr o ,.Head and hi~ grand-
son~ Nels~n~ whom he h&s raised fr@m in-
fancy 9 lose their mild pu~,, rl valrous 
familial !~ide and enter lnt0 ~ ri~her, 
mor.e r~s._peotf_ul ~elationshi! wi t}1- eaeh 
othero Th@ story almest literally ob-jectifies Christ 0 s paradoxical teaching 
that one must losa his life in order to 
save lto The two ruBtie main @haracters 
take an excurslon to Atl.qnta., 'become 
lost 9 then alienated fr0m each other, 
and, in finding their o~mm®n way out of 
Atlanta 9 b>ec~ll!G! .. ree_O!iteiled 9 ~et~~r).1}1g te 
thei~ true ~ac~oods .eountrZa with hum-
fl.11;,l, and p~~. Jp:loW+§.4€£! ef th ems elves. p asis adde«) 2 . 
As I hope this thesis will demonstrate, there is little, if 
any, internal evidence in the story to support such a read.lng. 
· In his eagerness to account for O'Connor's rel1g1en, Martin 
seems willing to distort her art; he ls so anxious for 
,J;';.. 
"happy" theological endings tha.t he misses the real lesson 
centained ln O'Connor's irony. There is nothing mild, nor 
aro,th1ng which might be ea.lled familial, e'beut Head's pride. 
It ls a sin, it distorts not only his perception of reality 
nut also his knowledge of himself. Beeause 0f J,,1s pride he 
' does serious damage to Nelson's pereeptlons of reality, sp1r-
. ' 1tual1ty, and sensuality. Ultimately h1a. pride leaas Head to 
i ' 
-s-
} 
!',, ' ' 
, I 
- ·I 
1;; I 
l · -suoh a point that he 1s unaole to truely repent·, ,consequent-
J 
ly he loses out on his ~.ha.nee for redemption. There ls no· 
real reconc111at1on, nor any true humility. 
I hope to prove that O'Connor -has carefully con-
structed "The Artificial Nigger" to reveal the true depravity 
of a mind totally controlled by pride. Head all0ws .his 
pride to distort reality, whleh cuts hlm oft from a per-
ception of God as He ls revealed in the material world an( 
, 
which leads him repeatedly into sin. His cance:ptien of him-
self is net static, indeed. it changes :6nem one extreme te 
the other. He ln1t1ally eonee1Yes of himself as the perfect 
"spiritual guide" to lead Nelson threugh his 1n1t1a.t1on--
1n his flnal •confession• he desorlaes himself as the worst 
sinner ln. recorded history. But these ehanges ae net repre-
sent self-knQwledge; neither 1s an honest self-assessment. 
His pride demands nothing but the most fr~m whatever cate-
gory he puts himself in, and it stops him from attaining 
a true~eeptlon of himself, of his actual sin, and ef the 
working of God's graoe. His final confession is, as wlll oe 
demonstrated, nothing more than an insurance policy on 
Paradise; Head is willlng to pay the biggest prem1um--ao-
eept1ng all of the sins ef humanity (except his own)--1n 
order to rece1Ye the biggest payoff--God loves in propert1on 
as He ferg1Tes. 
In order te see th1.s all-engulfing pride a.t werk it 
will be necessary te follew o•connor•s use of iron:, and 
. . 
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point of view,· as mentioned earlier. O'Connor prev1d.es us 
wlth a highly unreliable narrator·1n the opening and eon-, 
eluding paragraphs. By Juxtaposing this narrator•s hyperbole 
,, 
wlth Head's speech and action, she achieves irony. The dlf-
( ;t,,,.,.:c , .. 
fere·nce between what we are told Head will _de and what he 
actually does causes a comic reduction of the spiritual 
guide which gradually becomes more s1gn1floant. At the con-
'elusion this 1ren1e perception of Head will provide us wlth 
the knowledge that we ean not easily aceept everything sald 
by either Head or the unrellaile narrator, and this should 
be our cue to serut1n1ze Head's •redemption" more closely 
than some of the ot1t1cs apparently have. 
Even these critics who have shown a real understanding 
of the .rest of O'Connor's work seem strangely incapable of 
seeing the irony involved in the story. Stanley Id.gar Hyman, 
for ezample, who otherwise seems highly competent ln as-
sessing O'CQnnor's irony, claims that: 
Mr. Head has a moment &f true repentanee 
and ohar1ty 9 he and the boy are un1te4 
in love, and the story is overo 3 
His lack of attentien to the su~tle hints which O'Connor 
uses to alert the reader to the ironic ending is the more 
perplexing beeause of the weight he g1 ves te the stor;y;·J.1n com.-
parison t0 the rest of her work. He reports that: "'The 
.. . 
. - ~ 
Artificial Nigger• was Miss O'Cenn~r's own favorltQ 9 " and 
concludes: "1 t makes 1mpress1 ve claims to lae eenslderecl. her 
4 
best story." I am not personally interested. in dee1d.1ng 
• ,...,!. 
l' i. 
_.,_ . 
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whether 1t is or is net her aest story, aut certainly some~ 
one who wishes to make that cla1m sheuld be more skept1eal 
' than Hyman is when eonfronte<I. by such a tranquil and neatly ·, _. 
'i 
., ~- ' 
packaged conelus1on. Bspee1ally when written ay an author who -
has made her reputation through her use ef irony and the 
gretesque. 
Sister M. Bernetta Quinn shares Hyman's 1nterpretat1en 
and is equally anxious for a non-ironic conclusion. In her 
survey of O'Cenner•s werk she comments· en Head's impas-
sioned final scene and compare~ his preYltus sln to a more 
generalized modern. problem: 
Contemperary soeiety in recent years has 
made a business of denying its neet ef. 
re4empt1Gn 9 the a4vertis1ng agene1Qs ae-
1:ng among its ~hlef allies in this en-
deaYoro In 00 The Artifieial Nigg@rW 
Flannery 0°Cennor shows up such bl1n4-
ness ln these W®rds: 00 MroHeat had never 
known ~®f@re what Mar~y felt likG ie-
eause he had b®en too good to d~s~rve 
any, ~u.t he felt he mew now o ~ The old 
man ha~ underg~ne a transfermati@m that 
hls graadst@n 9 -for whom the trip te 
Atlanta has b®en a~ranged~ 40e~ not 
share 9 ~ut which ena~les Mro H©ad to see 
"that nG sin was too monstrous for him 
to claim. a.~ his <,wn," and even, in Y1ew 
of God;s incemprehenslale Love, to enter 
Paradise • .5 ) 
Sister Bernetta• s al,1l1ty te read. CJ>nly ~alf of ·the ireny to 
De feund in Head's e~nfession may indicate that she is one 
of these whe ~would force o.•connor into a doetrinal stra.lght-
ja_eket and deny her any artist1e freed.om. Head. ela1ms sal-
TS.tlen for him self, ltut by this pe1nt in_ the -stery we 
· .... 
• •.:.-,' C 
-·, --8-
., ., ·-
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should know aetter than to accept anything Head says at face 
value. 
· o.•connor uses various images and symaels to guide the 
reader toward an 1ron1e interpretation. One of the most im-
portant is the deTlce which is centalned in her use of the 
•miraculous moonlight." S1nee the moom is not the souree of 
111um1nat1en But merely a refleeter of it, moonlight dees not 
give us an aceurate perception of reality. In the opening 
and closing paragraphs she uses moenllght te shew us a dis-
tort~d ant 1ron1o pereeptlon of Head. The moonlight transferrn.s 
everything 1t touches; unlike sunlight, which she says shews 
us things as they really are, the moonlight sh0ws us things J., 
as Head wishes they were. So 1n the opening paragraph the 
I 
moonlight transforms his lDaekwood's ahaok int~ a palaee, 
-
·and in the closing paragraph it transforms his sin int• re-
clemptlon. 
Although he doesn't mention the meonllght, Peter Kays 
spends more time than mest er1t1es 1n unsoramel1ng the 
images and symbols in the story. His explieatian of the 
allusions to Vergll and Raphael, with whom Head ls eomparei, 
should. have brought him claser to the truth than lt did. 
His 1n1t1al remarks seem to point directly toward. the. 
eorrect interpretation: 
Mr. Hea4 ••• is eomparea wlth and contrasted 
to Verg1lezo>-who is guide and sp1,r1 tual 
tutor to Dante, but learns noth,1ng on the 
trip h1mself---a.n.d wlth the angel Raphael 
-9..;. . 
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. (God heals)--whe la also geographical 1 
guide, moral preceptor, and, not unlike 
Vergil with Dante, the ea.use of healing 
the mlindness of the elder Toaias (or 
Tobit) o 6 
... ·. ·: 
If Hays were to follow out the analogy e~ Head. as Vergil and. 
Raphael, he would find that certain things are Just not pos-
sillle inside that analogy, and certain 1nterpretat1ens of · 
the story (1nelud1ng his own). are therefore not possible so 
" 1) 
long as that analogy is ln force. Vergil, as Hays mentions, 
learns nothing he didn't already know from leading the in-
nocent l)e.nte through Hell. Raphael also learns nothing from 
' 
his role as guide to ToD1as; Goel uses him as an agent to 
open TelD1as• eyes to the truth--Raphael himself ls un-
affected iy the process •. This would 1nd1eate that we oan not 
expect Head ta a.e·tuall1 aehleve knowledge so long as we are 
comparing hlm to these figures. 
Yet when Hays comes to discuss the story's eonoluslon, 
he insists en allowing the analogy to reverse itself. He tra 
transforms Head from the leader into the le4,.refers t~ h1m 
as Dante and Toalas, and aoeepts the assumptian of graee as 
real: 
The story tells of Mr. Head and ·Nelson's 
Jou·rney fram the country to the elty 
and eaek again~ from the darmess of 
pride ta the light of hu~ilityg lt ls 
indeed a moral m.is·sit-J}Jelo And like Dante's 
and that ®f T~biasg it is (~1th use of 
tthe oltvious pun on curing blindness in 
the later case) a Journey of enlighten-
ment. 7 ~ 
--10- .r · .. 
! . 
,{t . 
.. 
""I !fl-<• 
' 
He later makes the reversal of the analogy more 
. . ""· 
elaborate, a.nd ties it more closely to his interpretation. 
He says of Head's redemption: 
Having hum~ly learned that· he was not a 
"sui tal)le guide for the young" and hav-
ing learned, like Dante, to recognize 
s1n 9 he @an aspire to hea.veno Like Tofait, ,. 
through God 0 s Merey, the aeales of nl!nd-
ness ha?e fallen from h1s eyes. (emphasis 
added) 8 
If Hays ha.d been w1111ng to accept the analogy as an 1r·on1c 
deflation of Head, it would have been unnecessary for him to 
have to distort the original equation (Vergtl/Raphael=Head, 
l)lnte/Tobias=Nelson) as he does here. 
One of the principle themes of the story 1s racism, 
although few critics bother with it muoh ln considering Head 
as a cand14ate for paradise. O'Connor uses raelsm as an em-
blem for Head's pride, a logical enough analog s1nee it 1s 
the expression ef his feeling of superlerlty. His racism is 
also 1mperta.nt in evaluating hls ability as a. spiritual 
guide for Nelson, who has never seen a Blaek before. As we 
watch Nelson learn racism eefore he ean apply lt te anyone, 
we sense how far Head really is from the· 1nflated.d.escrlp-
t1on of him in the opening paragraphs. The "art1f1cial1ty" 
' . 
'· ...
of the eoneept of "n1gger 0 is mrought home to us when Nelsen 
responds to the black woman with such a desire for maternal 
affection. Head may have taught him to think as a racist, but 
he can not completely control the boy's feeling~. If all I 
. \. . 
I . 
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"nigg·ers" are "artif 1c1al" ln the sense that there ls no such -
. . 
' ~l ~ thing existing ln real! ty, 1 t ls only a.n lntelleetua.1 cdns-
truet, then Nelson's scene with the black woman ls crucial 
. 
to an understanding of the meaning of racism for the story. 
Racism represents a 41st1llat1on of all of the things Head 
teaches his grandson. The lessen _of racism ls simply that 
mankind ls split, 1s not united. When Nelson "lea.rns" to 
follow Head's racism he is learning that a large portion 
.. 
of humanity is, arb1trar1lty, separate and inferior. So long 
as Nelson believes this he will continue with the repression 
of his emotional responses toward other people which Head 
continually demands frem him. And until !ead confronts his 
own pride he will not be ready for redemption. Racism ls the 
manifestation ef that pride and, as we shall see, there ls 
no 1nd1cat1en in his attempted explanation of the statue of 
the "art1f1o1al nigger" that his 1n1t1at1on experience has 
caused &ny change ln his pre~ud1ce • 
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CHA}'T.ER ··t)NE 
The dragon is by the. side of the road,_· 
., · watching those who pass, Beware lest 
he devour you. We go to the Father of 
souls, but it i~1 necessary-to pass by 
the dragon. 
,~41,,.,;.1 
Epigraph to A. Good Man 1§. Hard To Find, 
from St. Cyril of Jerusalem. 
The epigraph Flannery O'Connor prefixed to the collec-
tion in which "The Artificial Nigger" was published is an 
excellent motto to keep in mind as the story is read. St. 
. . 
Cyril's warning, like the story itself, seems obvious -- even 
self-evident -- on the surface; a closer look, however, reveals 
some hidden dangero The Saint has not identified the dragon, 
only warned of his presence. And the chief problem involved 
in understanding ''The Art if ic ial Nigger .. is also a perceptual 
one -- how can the reader be sure that the dragon he sees is 
the real dragon, and how can he be sure that the dragon has 
really been dealt with? 
O'Connor, as an artist as well as a Christian, was 
acutely aware of the problems involved in 'shared perceptions, 
and also of the necessity for an author to control his reader's 
perception. Conrad's famous desire to make his readers see 
was close to her own ambition, and she was particularly --
some say excessively -- fond of grounding her meaning in con-
crete reality. In her lectures and essays O'Connor reiterated 
her dictum -- start with the'concrete and end there, pin your 
meanings to it and they will hav·e a solid foundation. In her 
.•... 1, , .... 
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F··· ... : Pict.ion begins where human knowledge 
begins -- with the senses -- and every 
fiction writer is bound by this funda-
mental aspect of his medium, 1 
The first and most obvious character-
istic of fiction is that it deals with 
reality through what can be seen, h~arq,. 
smelt, tasted, and touched. 2 
Her art as well as her religion taught her the diffi-
culty in relying on too many assumptions about shared per-
ception --·the fiction writer must know what his reader sees, 
and the best way to know that is to control the reader's 
perceptions. The writer who wishes· to alert the reader to 
serious problems has the double difficulty of insuring that 
the reader sees the problem so he can grasp the "solution" 
the writer offers. In her own words: 
The novelist with Christian concerns 
will find in modern life distortions 
which are repugnant to him, and his 
problem will be to make these appear 
as distortions to an audience which is 
used to seeing them as natural; and he 
may well be forced to take ever more 
violent means to get his vision across 
to his hostile audience. 3 
Such a statement might lead us to suppose that O'Connor's 
purpose as a writer was merely didactic, and the logical sup-
position to be drawn from the statement is that her art would 
grow increasingly simple in order to express her "message" 
more clearly. Yet she was never ready to sacrifice her art 
to her message, and her stories grew more complex, not less. 
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She :e_xpr·essed t}?._e ra.ti-01'J~J.e for th:·is.1 complexi·ty in an 
explanation of her use of th.e grotesque. It will do u.s well 
to keep it in mind as w.e. explore the story before u·s: 
If the writer believes that our life is 
and will remain essentially mysterious, 
if he looks upon us as beings existing in 
a created order ·to whose laws we freely 
respond, then what he sees on the surface 
will be of interest to him -only as he can 
go through it into an experience of mys-
tery itself, His kind of fiction will 
always be pushing its own limits outward 
toward the limits of mystery, because, 
for this kind of writer, the meaning of 
a story does not begin except at a depth 
where adequate motivation and adequate 
psychology and the various determinations 
have been exhausted.- Such ·a writer will 
be interested in what we don't understand 
rather than what we do. He will be in-
terested in possibility rather than prob-
ability, He will be interested· in 
characters who are forced out ~to meet 
evil and grace and who act on a trust 
beyond themselves -- whether they know 
_ very clearly what it is they act upon or· 
not, 4 
This a mind at w.ork :on a level of meaning which most 
.r·eaders only visit f":r:·orrt: time to time. .The critics who were 
- :surveyed in the introduction ·seem not. to have reached this 
level at all, Rather, they .imposed meaning on the story 
itself, took the words of the story but missed its meaning. 
They were reading, but not seeing. If the reader is to avoid 
following them, he will have to pay much more attention to the 
. 
story itself, and to the perception which controls it. O'Connor 
once spoke directly to.this point when addressing a class of 
short story writers: 
I 
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(Fiction) must carry its meaning inside 
it. (This) means that any abstractly 
expressed compassion or pity or mor-
ality in a piece of fiction is only a 
statement added to it. It means that 
you can't make an inadequate climatic 
action complete by putting a statement 
of meaning on the end of it or in the 
middle of it or at the beginning of it. 
It means that when you write fiction 
you are speaking with character and 
action, not about character and action. 
The writer's moral sense must coincide 
with his dramatic· sense. 5 
In her effort to push the limits of her fiction.out-
ward, to reach the limits of mystery, and to express her 
response to the distortions she found in reality, O'Connor 
demanded a level of attention from her readers that they 
were not always willing to give. In "The Artificial Nigger" 
she seems to be forcing her reader into a deeper meaning by 
tricking him -- by purposefully deceiving him with misinfor-
mation on the surface and forcing him to dig for the correct 
information himself. Nowhere is this better demonstrated 
than on the first page, and it is with a careful look at her 
use of point of view and irony in the opening paragraphs that 
a reader must begin his exploration of the story, 
The first paragraph of the story introduces the major 
character -- Mr. Head -- whose personality will overshadow 
everything else in· the plot. It is early in the morning, 
,.. .. 
well before dawn, and Head has half-wakened and is staring 
sleepily at his bedroom. The imagery and the tone· of the I 
I 
paragraph seem to- indicate that he is still more asleep than 
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awake, as h~ watches the moonlight oy~_~:J_aying his shabby 
posa~ssions with a v~neer of elegance. While he lays in 
the dark he begins to think about ·the coming day, and the 
·' 
reader begins- to se·nse that something unususal and important 
is scheduled', 
~-· . 
He thinks of h.is- age, which he describes as "a choice 
b1e.Ssing"6 and how it .. has prepared him in a: unique way, As 
he thinks: 
only with years doe-s a ma,n enter into 
that calm understanding.~f life that 
makes him a suitable guide for the 
young. This, at least, had been his 
experience. {p. 111),, 
This, naturally, prepares for the initiati~n experience to 
come, although as yet it has not been directly mentioned. 
He sits up to check the time and we can see O'Connor deftly 
relating Head's poverty in a few details --.the iron bed-
posts, overturned bucket serving as a night-table, and a 
broken alarm clock. The clock does double duty, since she 
also uses it to make a point about Head's faculties. She 
says that "he was not dependent on any mechanical means to 
awaken him," This information,· like most of the information 
so far, is related to Head's spiritual condition: 
Sixty years had not dulled his responses; 
his physical reactions, like his moral 
ones, were guided by his will and strong 
character, and these could be seen 
plainly in his features. 
The d_escription of Head which. follows is a comic pic-
ture of the stereotyped backwoodsman, but ~is long, tube-like 
.• ' 
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features are oniy .lightly tou·ched on before she returns to 
·a .description of his moral character, and the comedy doesn't 
. . 
. 
,j 
seem to add or detract from the· information which surrounds 
it. Especially since she begins comparing Head to two famous 
guides -- Vergil and Raph·ael. The mention of these two, 
famous for the help they gave to wanderers in search of spir-
itual truth, reminds us of the su-ggestion of the initiation 
experience in the second paragraph. In the next sentence she 
introduces the second major character, Nelson, who is lying 
·On his pallet in the shadow. The reader now knows· that Head 
is involved somehow in introducing Nelson to a new experience, 
that he is an old man. and seems able to guide Nelson spirit-
ually. 
The description of Nelson re-inforces this information. 
He is discovered sleeping in a fetal position, guarded by a 
slop jar which has been transformed into a "small personal 
angel." He has apparently been outfitted with a new suit and 
hat -- they are still in their boxes -- and this· information, 
when we remember the. poverty of the room itself, leads us to 
believe that something truely important has been planned. 
O'Connor has, so far, forced her reader to gather most 
of this information for himself. He still has no knowledge 
of the exact nature of the journey.or initiation, nor does 
he know the precise relationship between the two characters. 
She prefers to hold back the essentials until first impressions 
, I 
, have been established. 
-t8- r . 
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As Head tries to return to sleep, we continue to 
' listen to his t~oughts. We learn that he thinks.of the 
coming day a·s a .. moral mission" which he is confident .he can 
complete. One of his last thoughts is of waking up early 
enoug_h to start breakfast before Nelson awakes, a homey touch 
which re-emphasizes previous remarks about his qualifications 
as a spiritual guide -- at least· until the next sentence. For 
-here the reader learns that the real reason that Head is 
anxious to be first up is because "the boy was always irked u.,_, 
-
when he was. This strange, and apparently unprovoked, spite-
fulness seems childish and damages the conception of Head 
which had been forming. But, like the parodic description of 
his features, it goes by rather quickly, and is replaced by a 
description of the complicated -arrangements Head has made for 
the train to stop at the junction to pick them up. Aside from 
distracting attention from the eagerness to irritate Head has 
just shown, the arrangements further provide some indication 
of the remoteness of their location, of the great distance 
they are travelling to reach the city. 
Now that the purpose of the coming experience has finally 
been learned, it is easier to fit the story into conventional 
patterns. Head • taking Nelson to the city obviously • 1S -- 1n-
tending to show him the pitfalls and dangers which await the 
unsophisticated. A • from the country to the wasteland,-Journey 
a moral mission to teach the boy that he • better off at home 1S 
-- it is an old and familiar~story. And yet, as the reader 
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listens in o.n: the first bi ts of dialogue about the journey 
-between Head and Nelson, he is beginning to suspect that 
things are not as they seem. 
The first exchange between the two is over the number 
------~--,.- i 
of times that Nelson has been to the city, Nelson's argumen-
tative responses are hard to explain, he seems much too eager 
to have the last word. Head appears to be the soul of patience, 
and is obviously right that this will be Nelson's first real 
experience with the city since he was only an infant when he 
was there before. Rather than give in to what seems to be 
manifest truth, Nelson responds with a dig at Head's competence 
as a guide: "If you ain't been ·there in fifteen years, how 
__ you know you! 11 be able to find your way about?" (p. 112). 
·Even at this, which would try any parent's patience, Head 
responds reasonably. He- does indeed seem to have nthat calm 
understanding of life that makes him -a suitable guide for the 
young. " 
The last paragraph before Head drops off to sleep 
appears to re-inforce this. As he tells Nelson in the first 
line "The day is going to come when you'll find you ain't as 
~ 
smart as you think you are," we are confident that this is 
going to be that day. His memory of the background to the 
trip has established his own ability to deal reasonably with 
the boy's impudence, and his hopes for the results of the 
initiation seem to fit this picture of Head as a capable leader 
-Of a moral mission. The paragraph continues: 
-20-
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tUe had been thinki~g about this trip 
for several months but it was for the 
~ost part in moral terms that he con-
ceived· it. It was to be a lesson that 
the boy would never forget. He was to 
find out from it that he had no cause· 
for pride merely because he had been 
born in a city. He was to find out 
that the city is not a great place. 
One of the things which has contributed greatly to the 
highly moral impression of Head which has been formed is the 
impersonal, f·ormal tone of the narrator. The narrator seems. 
to take Head as seriously as he takes himself, and a reader 
is naturally drawn in to accep·t this point of view as valid. 
When more information is available with which to judge Head, 
the hyperbole of these opening lines can be seen as comic 
reduction -- she is puffing him up here only to deflate him 
with irony. Until the reader is aware of this, however, he 
·will probably be taken in by the tone which now seems merely 
detatched. O'Connor does provide, in the concluding lines of 
this paragraph, a hint of what is to come and a clue to the 
reader that his perception of Head may not be accurate. 
In these last lines we are told that Head wants Nelson 
to see "everything there is to see in a city so that he would 
be content to stay at·home for the rest of his life," Put 
• 
this balily, the purpose of this archetypal initiation ex-
j 
perience seems cruel and imprisoning. If he is really on 
-
his toes one might pause to think that it is also naive --
initiation experiences rarely if ever result in the ability 
to return to the location of our lost inno~ence and remain 
. -21· 
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there. The tone has not changed, but the read.er is be·ginning 
I 
to remember discordant notes in Head's reverie -- his comic 
£eatures which seemed to~contradict the high mor~l tone he 
a.ssumed for hinrself, and especially the petty maliciousness-: 
of .his desire to irk Nelson by rising before him. 
The:next line is an echo of the line which began the 1 
paragraph and which seemed, then, a natural response to 
Nelson's impudence: 
He fell asleep thinking how the boy 
would at last find out that he was 
not as smart as he thought he was. 
·Now, however, the line seems to have taken on a less s-piri tual 
tone. Perhaps it is only the repetition of it, perhaps it is 
its conjunction with Head's grasping hope to keep the boy down 
on the farm after he's seen the city, O'Connor's magic is hard 
:to pin down, harder to explicate. And whatever the response 
to these lines, it will probably be overshadowed by the direct 
information testifying to Head's high moral character. Never-
theless,- the reader will now be suspicious where he had been 
complacent; he has seen her use irony, juxtaposition, and 
parody where they apparently don't belong, and this may be 
enough to make him begin to wonder about the validity of his 
impressions. At this point, he may be reminded! of the drago ..n 
he has heard about, but he still has not had a complete look 
at him. 
Head is awakened by the smell of breakfast cooking, 
NelsQn has beaten him in the contest over who would be first 
.. 
y 
.... 
' 
up. Head's confidence in his ability to wake up unassisted 
' 
' ' 
. . " 
was an' important point in O'Connor's description of his 
character, -is she contradicting herself here? As the reader 
watches Head and Nelson bickering he can~t help but wonder 
what happened to the spirituality which was so important all-
through the opening paragraphs. It is finally revealed that 
they are grandfather and grandson, that Nelson is illegitimate 
and has never known a mother. But more important than the 
family history is the first-hand look of the two in action. 
Nelson has apparently gotten up so early because, like 
any ten year old,_ he is excited about the ~~ip and anxious to 
't -- start. I say apparently because he never mentions or shows 
that excitement to Head. On the contrary, he is the picture 
o_f casual indifference. His efforts to control what most 
children would be raising a fuss about -- excitement over a 
first trip to the city -- are due to tne running feud that he 
.•.... ~ 
.· and · Head are carrying on. Head's first words: "It• s no hurry,_ 
you'll get there soon enough and it's no guarantee you'll like 
it when you do neither" are a challenge to Nelson to reveal 
'. his childishness, to drop the mask of indifference and behave 
like the little kid he is. 
Since Nelson successfully ignores the cha~lenge, Head 
d.ecides to bait him further: ''You may not like it a bit, 
it'll be full of niggers." Nelson handles this with practiced 
cynicism and silence/-~ and his lack· of response deflates Head's 
smugness. Nelson is apparently not objecting to Head's racism, 
-23-
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in a moment he will seem to share it, and the innocent 
prejudice of a _ch~ld who has never seen a Black .ironically 
' _, 
destroys the picture of the perfect leader which has been 
built up for Head. Nelson's response is also iron~c because 
. -it is incomplete. He understands racism only as part of his 
relationship to his grandfather, not in relation to mankind 
in general. He has learned to use the word "nigger," but 
., 
~nly as part of the continuous battle with Head, and he will 
shortly fail to recognize his ''first nigger" on the train., 
But the reader also notes the irony of f-inding racism in a 
.moral missionary·. 
If Head quit with that one reference it would merely 
be added to the growing pile of things which the reader hasn't 
been aqle to reconcile, and would probably be similarly ig-
nored; unf ortunattely, he doesn't quit. Having failed to score 
..... 
points off Nelson's hidden enthusiasm, Head decides to press 
what he considers to be a real advantage. Since the last- Black 
;ttad been "run flt" of the county twelve years ago (Head claims 
.s.ome credit for the act himself) Nelson has never had any 
direct contact with another race. Yet Nelson's response to 
the remark quoted above about the city seems designed to in-
dicate that he will know the proper response when actually 
confronted with a Black: "the boy made a face as if he could 
handle a nigger." (p. 113). Head decides to challenge this 
by reminding him of his ignorance, his lack of experience. 
Nelson, like a seasoned soldier, parries with an attack. of 
--24-
h··is.··own·: "You wasn't :up very early," whi·c:h ... He.ad .. ·sllilp.ly· 
"21.. • • ignores. 
This child.is:h :squabbling is doing se:r;-ious damage to·, 
our conception of Head, although we don't have time., as we 
are reading, for much reflection on this point. A feeling··. 
is growing into a concept though, however subtly it is 
perceived. 
·' 
· Head's next comm.ant has such an unusual effect and 
significance that it is worth a long, hard look. Nelson 
;~ i-· 
C • • 
has finally taken the bait and replied to Head's diversionary 
attack. Head. is mad because Ne:l.f:lon ·was· tip f ir,st, he· initially 
attacked him on this point but lost to the boy's silence.- Too 
proud to ~rop the fight and accept defeat, he has attacked on 
a new front -- Nelson's innocence -- and has finally provoked 
a response from the boy. Now that Nelson h~-~ agreed to fight 
on Head's terms, the·old man presses his advantage. Nelson 
claims that he probably saw lots of Blacks when he was born 
-- this is a direct reference to the fight which initiated 
the trip and which has already been described. It is at this 
point that Head makes a statement, in the form of a counter-· 
attack, which has a curious effect on the reader. His re-
sponse, which he hopes will be a winning thrust, is: 
If you seen one you didn't know what 
he was ••• A six-month old child don't 
know a nigger from anybody else. 
This is quite true -- raeism is learned and a six-month 
old child couldn't possibly have learned enough of it to apply 
-25-
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that labe·1 t.o anyone, even if he· could talk. If Head used 
. 
it to prove _the complete irrelevancy of racism the reader 
.: ~ ~ 
would have to C:onclude that the exorbitant claims which had 
been made about his ability -~rs a spiritual guide were de-_· 
served. Unfortunately, the opposite is the case. Head is· 
demonstrating his superiority over his grandson·, flaunting 
h:is own ~xperienc~ and crowing about the innocence of his 
·charge. What he says is true, but his reasons for saying 
it are unacceptable in a moral mission~ry; and the lesson 
-rte draws from it is n.ot what one would hope for from some-
one who has been compared to Vergil and Raphael. 
Head's racism is evil, his eagerness to pass -it on 
., l 
t'.:o; his innocent grandson i:s e:viler, but evilest of all is 
t·he pride that he is shoyting ··t_hroughout th.is scene. He has 
won the first battle of t.h·e morning. (Nelson acknowledges 
this by his retreat to the privy) but he has lost the 
initially high perception of him which the reader had ac-
,c.¢·.pte.d so quickly. Having now formed an ironic conception 
-o·f Head, the reader may profitably return to the first par-
. 
agraph to discover additional irony. For O '·Connor's point 
of view there had rendered the irony more subtly. 
As the story opens Head is lying in bed at two in the 
morning, anxious to begin wh~t is apparently a very important 
day, His drowsiness helps to reconcile the~problems encount-
ered the first time around. Whin Head claims that age is a 
choice blessing which gives 11 that calm understanding of life 
,. 
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that makes him a suit-a-bl-eguide for the young," the reader 
is · eager to chalk up his .self-satisfaction to his dreamines.s. • 0 
H-e has seen Head act in direct· contradiction· to his opinion 
·of himself, and can conclude that the childish pride apparent 
~ in his confrontation with Nelson has also produced.this self-
deception. As his thougnts are followed down the page, the 
irony of :hi,$· ·comments b~:comes more apparent. 
Since· ;it is known that Head is going to oversleep, -his 
reliance on his physical react_ions to awaken hirn also becomes 
"" ironic, and with it the statement which accompanies the re-
marks about the alarm clock. The reader has been told that 
"his physical reactions, like his moral ones, were guided by 
his will and ·strong character," and he realizes now that if 
one part of that statement is false, perhaps all of it is. 
He seems to be trapped· inside Head's perception of himself, 
and the first time around he had nothing to test those per-
ceptions against and so had to accept them as valid. But 
now that the reader has begun to doubt the old man's dreamy 
reflections, where does he stop? 
What can be done, for example, with the comparison with 
Vergil -- greatest of the Roman poets and guide for Dante's 
trip through the Inferno -- and Raphael -- the archangel 
(his name means God has healed in Hebrew) who guided the 
' . 
blinded and impoverished Tobias back to the way of the Lord? 
Now that the reader has heard this poet/angel speak, has 
listened in on his self-9entered hopes. for the outcome of the 
trip, and has discovered the pervasive irony of O'Connor's 
\.-,~- . ' .. point of view toward him, he probably sees this comparison 
as simply another joke, more irony to add fuel to her fire. 
But he shouldn't be too- quick to dispense with the joke, it 
will come in handy in dealing with the conclusion. 
Since he has acquired the means with which to test 
Head's perception of himself, the 'reader can see that he has 
been deceived by Head as easily as he deceived himself. Head 
is too dominated by his pride to reach an accurate under-
, 
standing of himself (something which one would expect from a 
" . 
spiritual guid-e). :O'Connor, by witholding the information 
needed to test his perceptions, has allowed the reader to be 
taken in; she has tricked him into a false impression, perhaps 
to lend more impact to the truth when it is finally perceived. 
Only when we look more closely at the la~guage itself do we 
. . . 
realize the extent of her deception. This is reveal-ed through 
:an awareness of the ironic tone of these early paragraphs, and 
the full knowledge necessary for an accurate interpretation of 
this information depends on a reading of the entire story. 
_ . Head's perception of himself reveals a mind with a high 
•'"' 
op·inion of itself, and there -is nothing unusual about that --
·not even if we are -truely dealing with one of the "great · 
guides of· men." Closer examination of the language discloses 
a fact which is easily overlooked. The reader has been read-
ing what he thought to be the sle·epy ramblings of an old man's 
mind, but he has actually been reading narrative descriptiofi, 
" 
the apparently pmniscien-t narrator has·related Head's 
thoughts to us. While he might be expected to doubt the 
' 
validity of He·ad 's own perception, the reader more readily 
:/ accepts as tr1..1e: ·the same inforrna tion when it is conveyed t·o 
·h1m· by-.:a second party. O'Connor is banking on this easy 
acoeJ:>·tance, at least initially, of the narra·tor as a.reliable 
-s·o·:upce. · Nothing that h.as been reported up to the· point where 
Ji:e e·-nte·:rs:: tr1e, kitch·en has been spoken ·.or· tho·u·g-ht directly by 
Jfea..d.1 · the i·nfcrr,n.at·_ion c·oncerning the ·bene,fits <Jf old a:g~ is· 
prefixed "Mr:,. ·Head could have said, .. not "·s-a:.i,d'':-; <1nd th.:e·. in-
·formation 9-bout h.is strong character is ·given as:. s:imp.~e. s:tate-
·me-nt. o.f fact· by the narrator, there is not even·any· _indi_cation'· 
that. Hea.d hl:m$e:l'f has thought this. Clearly, o 'C onnc}r· i-s 
playi.ng- ·w:ith her reader; since the· bulk of the inf:o-rrn·a:ti:o_n 
whi_ch the narrator· gives proves t.o: b-',e f·alse, one m·ust :be co.n·-
stantly aware of the d,.i:sgu_ised ironic t-one of thi:s :apparently 
reli.able narrator. :Two i.mportant examples fr.om the f·ir~t page 
.d--emonstra te the e:x.te.nt of the narrator's o.e:c-e-ption and the way 
in which O '·Connor · uses this ·deception to contr-ol her .re,ader' s 
<p;oi;nt: of· view and hide her own • 
. The first example can be found .fn t=he description: :o·:f 
Head as a caricature of the long, lean, backwoodsman. In the 
midst of that description she mentions his eyes, and the des-
cription becomes the occasi,on for the comparison mentioned· 
above. It i:s' time to look at the entire pa.ss-age in the~ hop~ 
of recogn_iz·ing the method· :t:o: her irony; 
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Hts: ~yes were alert but quiet, and 
in the miraculous moonlight they··had 
a look of composure and ancient wis-
dom as if they belonged to one of the 
great guides of men. He might have 
been Vergil summoned in the middle 
of the night to go to Dante, o_r better, 
Raphael, awakened by a blast of God's 
light to fly to the side of Tobias. 
~his extremely flattering -- and to~ally ironic -- portrait 
is not presented as Head's own opinion of himself, but is 
straight narrative description presented as fact in the mid-
dle of the otherwise accurate description of his face. In-
deed, while Head's pride might have thought of the analogy 
of Raphael, it · is doubtfu:l if his apparently unsophisticated 
mind would have conjured up tbe greatest Roman poet. She is 
playin_g tricks again,· lock·i,ng the perception of her protag-
onist into- a f·a.lse and ironic misconception. Only much later 
doe-s the .read.er lea,rn the whole truth, and find enough infor-
mation to safely doubt the only guide he has to the story --
' ' 
'the narrator. Until then he is forced to rely on the narrator 
just as Nelson is forced to rely on Head, even though he 
realizes -- as Nelson does -- that he may be led astray • 
The most important single piece of narrative description 
i.,n t'n·e entire story is contained in the first paragraph. Un-
:1.ess it is thoroughly understood the reader will have no way 
to interpret correctly the conclusion of the story, or to find 
its central theme. In the analogy, Raphael was awakened by 
"a blast of God's light" and in the first paragraph we see that 
Head has apparently been awakened by a very different light., 
-JO-
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the moonlight -- which is de-scribed as "miraculou·s-~· in 
~the passage quoted above •. And it is the moonlight, and its 
miraculous qualities, wfl"ich . is the key to the fir·st paragraph 
and also to my reading of the st~_ry. 
1he first paragraph contains,· in capsualized form, 
most if not all of the maj .. or themes and motifs of the story. 
The first line s-h.o.uld alert the reader to the description 
ahead, and to the problem of accurate perception: "Mr. Head , 
I 
awakened to discover that the room was full of moonlight." 
The de~scription that follows is a dreamlike transformation 
of Head's backwoods . cottage into the luxurious palace of an· , 
aristocrat or king. This lunacy can be excused from Head, 
perhaps, since he is still dreamy from sleep (only when we 
later learn of his spiritual aspirations do his materialistic 
dreams seem ironic). But as the bare-floorboards turn to 
silver, the uncovered pillow ticking turns to brocade, the 
straight-backed chair turns into a servant, the reader is 
.. I ,, 
only dimly aware that these are not Head's thoughts, but pure 
, 
narrative description. Since even the moon is described as 
awaiting Head's permission to enter the room, he is easily 
drawn into thinking there is some validity to- this distorted 
,, 
and inflated perception.of the protagonist. 
The moonlight transforms everything in this first par-
tlr 
agraph, alters the appearance of reality and therefo~our 
perceptian of it. The reader is as lost as Nelson is soon 
to be, since he has no source·· of reliable informatio.n to· turn 
' -
. ·~-~·~· .. 
J 
t.:o for the "truth... The attempted inflation of Head into 
an aristocrat seems to be an endorsement by the narrator, 
until one learns differently he is controlled by this first 
glimpse of Head. If these had ·been merely hi·s own sleepy 
perceptions the reader would have known what to do with them 
-- it is ·only his na·tural trust in the narrator which allows 
-t1im t:o- b:-e deceived. 
The face on the mo.on, as it.· waits- for- Head's p·ermiss.i-orr 
' to: enter his presence, is "grave, 11 · and t·his · is one· of the (j'• 
only hints that something serious is going on here. In con-
, !1 
text, "grave" seems to mean only reverentially.respectful, 
which fits t·he formality established by the tone and imagery, 
b·ut lat.e·r :'·'grave" becorn.es ominous, when we learn of Nelson's 
pre·d.·icarne:nt. :a:nd :Head's pride. The distortion of ·the reality 
o_f his impoverished surroundings (which seem to be an emblem 
of his spiritual impoverishment) into the manifestation of his 
pride in one of o~connor's finest effects. Throughout the 
.story she relies on light to provide an index to reality, a 
key to the accuracy of a c-.h:a-racter' s perception. Just before 
the climactic denial Of Nelson she remarks: 
. 
The sun shed a dull light on the 
narrow street; everything looked 
like exactly what it was. (p.122). 
In the first paragraph, of course, everything looks like 
exactly what Head wishes it was. 
The last line -of the first -paragraph serve·.s as --a clue 
to the major theme of the story, or at least to part of it. 
1· •. 
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As the moon ~r.-1.oa·t·s·· -ove·r the horse. sta.1·1 it appears·. to 
. \ 
.. 
"contemplate i.,tsel_f with the loo_k of· a young man who sees 
his old age before him." This, of co,urse, is a fairly 
.. 
'?ccurate description of wh~t is to happen to Nelson, and 
,r.... .. 
the ambiguity which surrounds Ne1son at the end of the 
story is due to ·the uncertainty Q.:'.\te.,r· ·what he ·t.hin.k$. ·of' h.i:s 
· future as it· is· r·ep.r_esent.ed by He.ad, 
' 
The firs·t pa.ragraph of t.he story, tner~·:fore, intro,-
d:tr9es the reader to the unr~-.1.i·a:"ol·e:: na·rrat:or;. it also intro-
·a.tfcers th ..e ironic tone tl:o i-rn:portant· t:o :a: f·i-n·a.l evaluation, 
it: shows ·him· h:is: .f·irst :gli·mp.se .. of: style as ~ comment on 
content f.o·r ·a:n lrqni.·c- juxt.apos·i·tion, and ittt_rodu:ce·s th.e .c.on-
trolling symb,0·1 for- the story· -~~ light a:s i.t: Eryrn.bol.izes· _pe:r-. 
cep-t·ion as -well :as· th.e Divine: L:i_gh·t of ·G,od's gr·ace. The . 
. 
m.o::t5.nlight is dece_pti ve: .and leads. ·to inaccurat·e perceptio.n 
,("·l.unacy"). Th~ moon_ does not·: prod;uce light ·but merely 
re,flects the s--u·:l1_,·$ .l·ight when the sun is a·bsent. All of 
tbi-s: wi1·1 ·bec:o.me .i:rtcreasingly important a-s the_ ~tory move,s, 
'a.lt>n.g., ·T.:he r·eJi_cier s.o:on d .. iscovers that :h:e ha.s .. been, :ti:"eceived 
a:bout: H:~ad an:d,: :·h_i_:s a.bi.ii t __ y ,_as a guide, bu·t Qnly by watch-
. i.ng: dia-1.og.ue -and ·act.ion in the cold, hard light of day and 
comparing then{ -ta ,,.,,:;these first impressions,. He has nearly· 
been devoured .by the dragon at the side of the road, bu·t 
f··orewarned is forearmed and. the reader will b_e ready for· him: 
.next time, 
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CHAP"f'ER·TWO 
•He's never seen anything before," 
Mr. Head continu~~o "Ignorant as the 
day h~ va~ OOrnj but I mean for him 
to get his fill once @lnd f®re allo 00 <1>•• 
"The only thing t@ do ~ith a bcyv 00 he 
said s~gely0 00 is to show him all it 
is to showo Don't hold nothing 
backo 00 ( Po 115) 
Mr. Head's intention, te "show all it is to sho,,.. 
will come,back to haunt him before the d~y is over, and 
Nelson certainly does get his fill--although hopefully 
not "once and for allo" This little speech, which 
seems designed to humiliate Nelson, is spok91=l to a 
fellow traveler on the train to Atlanta whom Head has 
awakened threugh his inconsiderate reading aloud of his 
ticket. Typically, Head's stifling intention to scare 
Nelson into staying at home is combined here with what 
seems to be acceptable child-rearing teehnique--"don•t 
hold nothing back." Head's good impulses seem all 
tangled up with his bad ones, and his pride in his 
superiority over Nelson is becoming more obvious. I 
would like to examine three key scenes in the story te 
demon~t.rate O'Connor's use ef a more straightforward 
point of view than is found in the opening pages and to 
describe the verking out of the initiation experience. 
to show the depth ef Head's sin. 
One ef the things that we found. in the first few 
paragraphs which we- can reasonably expect to continue 
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is her use of what might be called the pregnant image • 
We are ,e.ccustomed to Wci!tehing :meaning being born from 
those images in the ferm of triplets, or even quintup-
lets. The multiplicity ef meanings which she saw in 
certain images is obviously a product of her own 
perception of reality, which ean also be seen in her 
rich appreeiatien ef irony. But we have evidence that 
this perception was far from an unexamined artistic 
impulse, o•cennor commented on it frequently when· 
describing her ewn work or the lR>rk of authors she 
admired. In a defense of the u~e of the grotesque in 
I 
fiction she onee saids 
/!rhe WJrit@r of gretesque fiction i,il 
looking t~r ~~e image that will een-
nect or et)~bine er embody t~ ~ints; 
one i~ a point in the cencr~te9 and 
the oth@r is a point not vi~ible to 
the n~ked eye, but balieved in by him 
as the one that everyNdy ~@esal 
Ia the lecture to the class @f ~hort story writers 
quoted from earlier she made a more general statement of 
this point, and descri:bed the precess by which a detail 
ean take on spee/\1 symbolic significance, aa distinct 
frem the JnGre aenventional use of s~lisnu 
The short story requires mere d~~~tic 
preeedures than the novel bee11u~@ more 
haste be aeeomplishH i:n 1@$1Sil ~pace. 
The det~il~ hav® t® e~rry ~@r~ i~ediate 
weighto In good fieti~nP eert~i~ @f the 
detail~ vill t~nd t@ ~ceum'illlate mecaning 
from the story itself, and when this 
happens~ they beeeme symbelic in their 
aetion. . 
() 
~as-
• 
-.... ,~ ,, .. 
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Perhaps the best example of this in the story is ·the 
shifting significance of the tunnel image. Genera1ly 
it is used cenventionally to symbolize the opening to 
Hell, in which ease it is almost always associated with 
. 
Head. In one erueial scene, however, she applies the 
image to Nelson•s awakened sensuality. In this case 
the tunnel seems to symbelize the opening to ,the boy'• 
dark subeonseious, where his emotions have been kept in 
hiding. The cannotatiens of Hell are still used, but 
they take a baekseat to the_meaning which has 
"accumulated from the story itself." 
In another context she spoke of the limitatiens on 
a writer, the principle one being reality itself, which 
she referred to as the •what-is"• 
When the finished work suggests that 
pertinent aeti~ns have been fraudu~ 
lently manipulated ®r cver=looked or 
smothered 9 whatever purposes the 
writer started out with have a1ready 
been defeat~do Wllat the fieti~n 
writer will dise@Ver, if he discovers 
anything at allj is that he hiMself 
eannot. mcve @r mold r~ality in the 
interest~ @f abstract trutho The 
writer learn~~ perh~ps ffl@r~ quickly 
than the readl©r v t@ be humble in the , 
faee @f ffi~t=iso What~!$ is ~11 he 
has to d@ withB the concrete is his 
meditJUmB llld he will r®~lize ev~ntually 
that fi~tion can tra.nseend its limita-
tions only by staying within them.3 
If o•cenncr seems less constrained by these limita-
tions than mest medern writers it is probably the result 
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of her-perftption of reality itself. The last of these 
three statements will become especially important in 
evaluating the concl~sion of the st@ryv but all provide 
useful insight into the manner in whieh she constructed 
the scenes we are about te c:onsider. 
~ 
The first cf these scenes might be described, as 
Head in faet describes it to the man across frem him, 
as Nelson's "first ni.gger"• O'Connor has already 
demenstrated, in the interchange at the breakfast 'table, 
the artifi~i~lity of t:he concept of "nigger~. As she 
has Head remark, "a six-month eld child don't know a 
nigger from anybody else." This, in conjunction with 
the as yet um.explained title, should be enough uo make 
her point alear. Perhaps she felt that the point needed 
reinforcemenu here, perhaps the breakfast var was only 
intreduatien te the actual demenstratien, or••more 
likely~~her uheme is deeply ~•nneeted te an aspect ef 
raeis• and Nelsen•s respenses te it. Whatever her 
private rationale, the seene works well dramatieally for 
•everal reasons, and prcrvides a demonstration of her use 
of minor characters as images er symbols rather than as 
fully develeped members of the cast. 
The scene begins immediately after Head's statement 
of his intentions which began this chapter. As he 
finishes -alking te the passenger aeroas the aisle, Head. 
. \ . 
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sees something which ea.uses a dramatic ehange in his 
expression 1 
A huge coffee-colored man was coming 
slowly f orwarde He had en a light 
suit and a yellow s~tin tie with a 
ruby pin on ito One of his hands 
rested en his stomaeh which rode 
majestically Wider his buttoned eoat, 
and in the cth@r he held the head of a 
black walking stick that he pieked up 
and set d~lim with a delib@r~te·outward 
motion each time he to~k a stepo He 
was proeeedin.g very slowly 9 his large 
brown eyes gazing over the heads of the 
passengerso He had a sma1JL Wit.emus-
tache and white erinkly hairo Behind 
him there w~re tW® young lf~menv b~th 
eoffee~colered, ane in m yellow dress 
and one in a greeno Their prGgress was 
kept at the rate of his and they chatted 
in low throaty voiees as they followed 
him. 
-~· 
Like all of the other minor characters in the story, the 
Blaek is used as an image to·eause a response from the 
main characters. None of the minor eharac:ters are 
developed fully, and most have an e1ement of the 
grotesque about them whieh seems their main reason for 
inclusi·on--for example the train conductor with his 
Nfaee of an ancient bleated bulldog" (p. 114). But the 
Black is given such a eolcrful costume, such a 
prepossessing physique, and such a fascinating motion--
he moves like some ancient galleon llllder full sail and 
light wind~-that any ten year old would be delighted te 
'• 
watch him. 
Head decides te seize uhe opportunity as an 
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. occasion for in•truetion. - His original reaction te the 
Black was an emotional one. He grabbed Nelson's arm 
and "a light, fieree and eautioum both, eame into his 
eyes.• All he eould say at that point is NLoek•" but 
now he seems to have regained his composure. 
Since this is the first new experienee to which \$t~ 
Head is initiating the bey, the reader should watch him 
earefully. Unfortunately, scrutiny reveals a highly 
unflattering perspective. It is impossible to disent-~gle 
the coming •instruction" from Head's eager attempt to 
embarass Nelson. He is showing off his worldly 
knowledge, and his crewing pride only humiliates Nelaen. 
O'Connor is careful to detail Nelsen's mounting 
apprehenaien in the dialogue which follows and this is 
probably designed to indicate that he has endured similar 
interrogations in the past. At the same time, the 
reader be~emes an eyewitness to the corruption ef 
Nelson's innoaenee. 
Head's first question is •What" (not who) "was 
that?" and that designatien reveals his own perception 
of the Blaek quite clearly1 
•lfh.at wast.hat? .. 
•A man,• the bey said and gave hi• 
an i:ndlipant look as if he ware tired 
ef h~ving hi~ btelligenee insulted. 
•Wha:t ~ndl @f ·•IJJl.?00 Mr 0 H®ad persisted, 
his v@iee @tXpre~si@nle~so 
"A fat man," Nelson said. He was be-
ginning to feel that_ he had better 
I • 
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be.·cautious. 
·•You don't lalov what kind?" Mr. Head 
said in a final tone· • . 
•An cld manv" the boy said and had a 
sudd®~ f~rkmding th~t h~ w~~ n~t going 
to enj®ry th~ d&yo 
·Thmt ~~~nigger,• Mr. Head said 
and ~at bm(:ko 
Nelson n~w kinows that he has been trapped, and Head 
loses no time in rubbing it ino The bey•s immediate 
reaet.ien is hatred. but, curiously, he directs that 
hatred not at Head, bu.tat the innocent Blacks 
Nelson turned bae~rd again and looked 
wherlG -the Negro hi).@ dli~a.p~ar<&:d.o He 
felt t.hat. the Negr@> had d~liberatly 
walksd ~@1n1!. the aiml~ in @rd@r to 
make m f@ol @f him and he hated him 
with a fiere@ raw fresh hateJ &nd alse. he underst@(i)d n@w why his gr~ndfather 
dislike~ theme He lo@ke~ toward the 
= = wind@~ an.a the fae~ Lreflecte£/ there 
seemed to $Ugg®~t th&t he might be 
inade<®]Uate to uhe day 0 s exaetions. 
He wcnder@d if he would even recog-
nize the eity when th@y eame to it. (p. 116). 
This i~ the first ef the day•s initiations•-the 
. . first thing which Head teaches the boy. Not only the 
content of the message, but also the medium of its 
transmission (his braying superiority) :condemns Head, 
and utterly shakes any faith in him as a spiritual 
guide. His pride in trapping the boy into revealing his 
innocence, and the oppertunity this provides.to 
humiliate Nelson in public, shows Head at his worst. 
He will ee11111it graver sins today. but this first is 
damning eneugh. 
-
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Much of the meaning of. the scene is contained in 
Nelson's complaint te Head that he has been misinformed. 
The complaint eomes between Head's gloating and the 
beginnings of Nelson's racism described above. He is 
partially trying to shift the "blame• fer his innocence 
to his guide, partially trying to meet Head 8 s attack 
with an offensive move of his own1 "You said they were 
blaek," he said in an angry voiee. "You never said they 
were tan. How do you expect me to knew anything when 
you den•t tell me right?" Beneath the surface meaning 
ef the complaint is, of course, a capsule description 
of Nelson's dilemma, Head's gui1u. and his total 
" 
inadequacy as a guide. T~is is reinforced in Head's 
response to the eomplaint1 •Yoa•re just ignorant is 
all." Nelson's ignorance is, ef course, the whole 
point. Head's unfeeling, prideful treatment of his-· · .... -. 
charge is now fully exposed. ' ' . . 
. . 
Nelson himself is the -source ·-of muclt -eonf·usion. in· 
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this story. Most fiction which details a.n in.itiat ..ien · 
experienee. focuses on the young irmo·eent a_. a.. matter ef 
courseJ but o•connot, from the beginning,,_ has been mueh · . 
. 
. 
more eeneerned with the guide than .. the.:, guided. At the 
stery•s c:onelusien the reader' learns .th'at 'the initiation· . 
has apparently been Head's aft®r all, but until then he · 
. 
is curious at the laak of at~ention she pays to the boy. 
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She.· first revealed Nelson, s1·eeping irf the appropriate 
but ironic fetal position, in the shadow of the moon-
light--untouehed by the illusions and false perceptions 
'. 
which dominated our interest. Sinee then he has 
dressed himself all in grey, in the new suit and bread-
brimmed hat which is a size toe large "because they 
expected his head te grow." (p. 112) •. O'Connor tells 
us that he and Head eoald have been brothers, they leak 
so much alike, and Head's eostume is identical to 
Nelson's but in blaek. 
When they first take their seats on the train it is · 
still dark out, and the windows only give back the reflec-
tion of· the lighted coach. Since he is unable to see 
where he is going, Nelson has nothing to look at but his 
own reflection, and what he sees lends an ominous note te 
their rides 
he saw a pale ghost-like face 
scowling at him beneath the brim 
of a pale ghest~like hat0 His 
grandfather, looking qpliekly toe, 
saw a different gh@~t, pale but 
grinning 9 under a bl~ek hato (p. 114). 
Unlike the moenlight, which is also a reflection, this 
indirect lighting seems closer to reality. Nelson's 
. ,, 
new hat keeps the sunlight, the cold, hard, light of day, 
off of him, but i-t also protects him from the illusions 
bred by the moonlight. Unfortunately it can't entirely 
block the sunlight, and the unpleasant reality it 
~- . 
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illUfflinates,, although he will pull it lover and lower 
over his eyes all day in an attempt to shut out that 
reality. The hat begins the trip with a sharp new 
crease, but by the time the day is over his tugging and 
pulling have stretched all the crease out of it. 
Immediately after Head denies him, we are told1 "his 
hat was jammed en his head so that there were no longer 
any creases in it," (p. 123). 
Other than this we know little of his response to 
his grandfather's continuous stream of misinformation. 
The foeus in most of these scenes is on Head and his 
reactions ta the new experience of having Nelson totally 
dependent on him. Oecasienally, whenever he is 
apprehensive of the strange events in the ai~ Nelson. 
will reaeh up to hold Head's hand. This is one of the 
only indications that O'Connor gives us that she is 
really dealing with a ten-year old, for most of Nelsen'• 
reactions are sadly mature. 
Two c,f the things which Head is car.eful to point 
eut ta Nelson are the toilet system on the train and the 
sewage system in the city. He takes an almest personal 
pride in them, perhaps feeling an unaenseious kinship, 
and Nelson is certainly impressed (baek on the farm 
they're still using the outdoor privy). The description 
.. 
of the sewage system can stand as an emblem of all of 
t ~ ,· 
the things which Head misinforms Nelson about,. but it 
also does double duty. as O'Connor said certain details 
should1 
Mr. Head ~plained the sewer system, 
how ~he entire city was underlined 
with it~ how it contained all the 
drainage and was full of rats <&nd 
how m mili! could slide int@ it &nd 
be suck~d al@ng d~"ffll. endle~s pitch-
black t~el~o At any minute any man 
in the eity·might be suek~d into the 
sewer and never heard fr@m againo 
He descri~d its~ ~11 that Nelson 
was f~r scme s~c@nds sh~keno He con-
nected the s~V@r pa~saga$ with the 
entrmn~& to Hel1 a.Eld understo~d for 
. the first time h~w the world was put 
together in it.s lower part.a. He drew 
away fr~m th@ Cltrb. 
Then he ~aid, "Yes, but you ean 
· stay away fr@m the holes,". and his' 
faee te~k on that stubborn look that 
was so exaspera~ing to his grandfather. 
"This is where I eome froml" he said. (~. 119). 
The tunnel imagery is probably connected to the early 
descripti@n ef Head's "long, tube-like face" (p. 111), 
and .is certainly a precursor of the "pitehblack tunnel" 
Nelson feels he is reeling down later, as well as the· 
"hollow tunnel" Head sees in front of him after he has 
denied Nelson. The "tunnel" ef his faee may be the 
emblem ef his inner Hell, and the "hollow tunnel• is 
· the suburban Hell he wanders through contemplating his 
sin. But Nelson°s tunnel, as we shall see, represents 
something quite different. 
Head seen manages to get the• lest in the Atlanta 
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wasteland. It is an ugly city. hot and dusty, -pepulated 
by alienated strangers and machines that work only 
ironically. The scale which gets their weig~t.s wrong 
tells Head he is "upright and brave and all your friends 
admire you," but it is at least correet--again only 
ironieally~~when it warns Nelsons· "You have a great 
destiny ahead of yeu but beware of dark wemen." The 
dark woman~-who might also be deaeribed as Nelson's 
"second niggerM~~prevides the second important scene te 
be disc=ussecl in this chapter. 
Head has lost beth their luneh and his only 
landmark--the "putty-celored terminal with a concrete 
dome on tGpe" As they wander in imperfect circles they 
find themselves in ~he Black seetien. Instead of owning 
up to his mistakes, Head refuses to even ask the Blacks 
for help. Nelsen "was afraid of the eelered men and he 
didn'~ want te be laaghed at by the colored children.• 
Suddenly he sees an immense black woman and feels 
strangely drawn to ask clireetions ef her. Although she·· 
mocks him playfully--he has asked hew to get baek to 
tewn and she tells him that he's still in it~-her 
serenity and sensuality have an almost erotic effect on 
the boy. This may be said to 1be the one moment with the 
most potential fer self~mewledge that he will have al1 
day •. Head's denial of him is, of eourse, equally 
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important, but the lmowledge he gains from the "dark 
woman" is totally new to him. whereas he might have 
expected that his grandfather would let him down just 
when he needed him most. 
Although we have seen that the stery thus far has 
been saturated in irony, it is difficult if not 
impossible to find any irony at all in Ne1aon•s 
response t:o the blaek weman. At any rate. 'as we watch 
Nelson's reaction to her playful answers to his desperate 
questions, we are aware that he is feeling emotions 
which had been previously repressed beneath his 
• eonse1ousness1 
He understood she was making fun of 
him but he was too paralyzed even to 
scowl© He st.cod <drinking in every 
detail of here His ~yes traveled up 
, from her great. knees t~ her fore-
head an.d then made a. triangular path 
from the glistening sweat on her neck 
down and acr~ss her tremend@us besom 
and crver her bare arm back to where 
her fingers lay hidden in her hair. 
He suddenly wanted her t~ reaeh down 
and piek him up &nd draw him against 
her and t.h@n h<e want~d to feel her 
breath on his faeeo He vanted to look 
down and d@im int~ h@r ey®s whi1e she 
held him tight.er and tighte1r o He had 
never had sueh a f~eling b~fcreo He 
:felt1 'atS if he were reeling d<01m through 
a pitchbl~ek tWUieloooN@ls~n wou1d 
have ecllapsed at her feet if Mr. Head 
had n®t pulled him r@~ghly mwayo "You 
aet like you don°t have any sensel" 
the old man grflwl@do ( P• 120) o 
Even the rhythm which starts the paragraph off at 
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auc:h·a slow paee gradually gathers speed unti:il it i• 
fairly racing at .the endJ the sensueus feel of the many 
rounded vevel sounds, along with the repitition of the 
soft t•s and d's whieh seem to aec:umulate near the 
eonclu.sion, add to the erotic impression. Nelson•a 
eyes f~eus en a 1andseape of huge maternity. The sweaty 
sensuality of the black veman, along with her 
gargantuan, nearly gro~esqae, proportions, eeuld 
easily be seen as a parody ef the earth mother. But if 
o•conn.or is la11ghing she is doing se gently. The effeet. 
of the scene on Nelson ia traumatie, beeause Nelson is 
exaeptianally vu1nerable since he has felt his first 
ironic sensations· and has unconseieusly eennected\this 
to his need for a mother. By juxtaposing this gigantic 
mother figure ,d~h Head's brutal coldness· in the fast-
approaching denial seene she is again eontreling the 
reader's perceptions,· ~hrcugh style and aetio~ as well 
as content, in order to shape the eonelusions he vil1 
draw from them. This is, of course, her auty as a writer. 
Head's eomment returns us to irony. The mother/ 
lever he sees before him has indeed robbed Nelson of his 
•senses" if we take Head's meanings there is nothing 
rational about Nelson's response, indeed it goes againat 
everything H@lldl has taught him. Yet we ean count on 
Head te be just as wreng aa he is right.--or te be right·· 
. /· 
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fer all . ~.ha ,rong reasons. Nelson hasn •t lest his senses 
r,- "' 
but haS · ;ddciiiitt'' gotten them baelq he is all sense, all 
sensuality. The rush ef feeling which overwhelms him 
seems to came from all the way baek to his birth--when 
his own mother died. Having never experienced maternal 
love, it is well past time fer him to feel the lack. 
O'Connor realistically blends the maternal with the 
erotic. Head's reugh pulling away is the perfeet contrast 
and foil, and also reminds one of the racism he has been 
preaching all day. 
Nelson's respense ~• the seene quickly changes. He 
seems te feel just how exposed he has been, and Head is 
eager te rub it in. The eruelest touch O'Connor saves 
for last in the short paragraph whieh describes his only 
react.ions 
They hurried down the street and 
Nelsen did not loek baek at the 
· wemano He pushed his hat sharply 
forward over hi~ f~ee whieh ~as 
already burning with shllltl®o The 
sneering gh@~t h~ h~d ~e@n in the 
train windGw and all the foreboding 
feelings h~ had en th~ w~y returned 
to him and he rem@mbe~@d that his 
tiek~t from the sa~l@ had said to 
bewaze @f dl&rk W@Irua@n and ·that his .,, 
gran.dfath@~ 0 s h&d said he ~sup-
right and br~V~o H@ t@ok h@ld of 
t.he old m~ 0 ~ h~dlr; ~ sign @f de--
pendene~ thmt h~ s~ld@m sh@~d. (p. 121). 
Nelson, who was reeling before that pitchblaek 
tunnel of sensuality and natural responses, has been 
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pulled back by Head. But.he has not merely returned to 
where he was, he is now closer to Head than he has ever 
been. If the old man was capable of craft and cunning 
he could seal. that dependence, possibly forevers instead, 
he foolishly alienates Nelson by mocking the "weakness" 
the boy has shown. Head began the initiation experienee 
by teaching Nelson a racist response, showing him an 
artificial difference between people, and forcing the 
• • boy to adept those concepts as a defense against contact 
with other people. When confronted with the fact of his 
deeply felt need for affection, Nelson momentarily 
forgot that lesson. Now Head has reinforced the first 
lesson and added a new one--that it is foolish and 
unmanly to feel emetion and sensuality. The initiation is 
proceeding in fine style. 
0 I t • I t • d • nee again exercising artistic JU·· gement, O Conner 
refuses to sentimentalize Nelson•s realization of his 
dependence on Head. In fact, she has him reopen the 
feud, and it is the first time we've seen him start a 
fight with Head. He does this by insisting that he needs 
a rest, now that they have left the black sect.ion and 
think that they will be able to follow the tro11ey tracks 
back to the station. But he doesn't lose an opportunity 
to criticize Head's ability as a guide as he says1 "I 
got te rest myself some. You lost the saek and the 
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directions. You can just wait on me to rest myself.• 
(p. 121). But Head is feeling more sure of himself now 
that he is out ef enemy territory, and he fights back. 
In fact, he brings up the heavy artillery, alld attacks 
' '·--
with relish Nelson's previous pride in his birthplac:e. 
He finishes withs "And standing there grinning like a 
chimp ... an-zee while a nigger woman gives you directions. 
Great Gawd.l" This devastates Nelson's well-worn 
defenses. Stripped of .his own pride and the energy to 
continue the battle, totally disoriented and feeling 
his dependence on this sneering giant, Nelson breaks 
down and--for the first and last time--whimpers and 
whines like the hot and tired ten year ald he is. - His 
words eome in a rush of emotion, since emotion is all 
. 
he has left, and they form his surrender--his admission 
of defeats 
"I never said I was nothing but 
born here," the boy said in a 
shaky Vt)i~~o "I never said I 
would or ~uldn°t like ito I 
never ~~id I w200.ted t@ e@me. I 
on1y said I was born here and I 
never had no~hing to do with 
that® I ~t to go h@meo I 
never want~d t@ e@me in the 
first plaeeo It wa~ all your 
big ideao How y~u kll~w you 
ain't f~ll~wing the tracks in 
the Wr'@Dg'dJ.ir'@~ti@n?O-O (po 121). 
.. 
This is net t@tal ~efeat, @f eourse, that last line 
is another ehallenge--but not really a ~hreatening one, 
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his heart• s not in it. _curiously, he is right: about· the . 
wrong· direction, a fact that is directly responsible fer 
everything that is about to happen. But the main 
message which is carried beneath the surfaee of Nelson's 
tantrum is one af ·surrender. His defenses have fina11·y 
broken down, his cynicism has been unbalanced, and he 
is finally acting his age. If Head were on his toes he 
co111c1, by simply saying and doing the right thing- win 
this last battle and t:hus the entire war. But we shou.ld 
have learned by this ~ime that we can eeunt en Head to 
de the opposite ef what needs doing. And that is 
precisely what he does. 
When Nelsen refuses to go any further and lies do1fll 
on the sidewalk t.o rest, he soon falls asleep, leaving 
Head to his ewn meager devices. Head is afraid to fall 
asleep himself and begins brooding ever their predicament 
and espeeia.lly -ever the prespeet of Nelson waking up and,. 
demanding to be taken heme. o•co:n.nor•s point ef view 
has been pe~fectly straightforward in dealing with their 
adventures in the eit.y, the sunlight leaves little 
leeway for illusi•ns, but here she begins playing again. 
She gives the reader only partial access to Head's 
. 
thoughts, and refuses 'Ito comment on the valid.ity of his 
perception of the situation or his ratienalization for 
the aet.ion te eeme 1 , -r· 
Mr. Head watched him silently. He 
.···'T 
- . 
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va.a very tired himself but they 
eould net both sleep at the same 
time and he eould net have slept 
anyt1ay beeau~e he did not kn.ow 
where he W@l~o In ·©1 few minutes · 
Nelsen wculd -wake up0 r@fre~hed by hi~ ~l~~P @lilld v@ey ceorek:y£> and 
would begin ecmpl&ining that he 
had l~st the smek and the way. You 0 d hav@ ffl mighty sorry time if I wasn°t here0 Mro H®a~ 
thought; and 'th@n another idea 
oeeurr~d t~ himo H~ l~oked at 
the sprawled figure f@r several 
minut~s3 pr~santly h~ stc@d up. 
He just.if ied · 'ffl~t. he ,J,.'mJ.S g@ing 
to do ~n the gretnnds th&t it is 
sometime~ n®~~ss~ry t~- te~ch a 
child m le~~~n h~ 'W0~ 0 t f~rget, 
parti~ularly vhe~ th~ ehild is 
always reas~erting his position 
with s@m~ ~ev impudeneee He 
walked with~ut a sound t.@ the 
eerner aM~t twenty feet away 
and sat. down on a e~~red 
garbage Q&n in the all~y where he 
eeula look out and watch Nelsen 
wake up alone. (p. 121-122). 
"~·s_.· .. • 
Head has finally reached his own level, and as he 
sits on his highly appropriate pereh the reader realizes 
that there is almost nothing he won't do to save faee 
with Nelson. The proper thing t.o de never eecurres to 
him. A humble admission of his own ignorance ( and 
innoeenee in this sense) is impossible so long as his 
perception is distorted by falae pride. His cheap 
justification in the echo of the original motive for the 
trip itself reminds us ef the stifling hepes he has for 
the o•teeme of the initiations He feels that he has 
lest Ne1aon. , al 1:.heugh our percept_ien of the boy indt.aatea 
I 
. I 
differently, and he is willing to destroy his grandson 
in order to save him. And destruction is just around 
the corner. 
Nelson's initiation has so far involved a gradual 
stripping away ef his ability to inte11eetualize aia 
situation. ~His "lessens" have been emotional responses 
to unfamiliar eventa-~the hatred he "learned" frem his 
"first nigger" and the shame at his erotic response he 
"learned~ from the dark woman. In eaeh case the "lessen" 
involved a distortion of reality, of the aetual 
experience, because of Head's intervention. Ne1son•a 
perception is controlled by Head sinee he is always 
there after the experience to interpret reality for him. 
Bat, by eontinually eonfrenting his emotional responses, 
Nelson seems to be dimly perceiving a thing or two not 
dependent en Head's perception. All that is needed is 
the proper response and his grandfather will have him 
seeurely in his power. Head's first attempt at this is 
a disaster. 
When Nelson awakes to find himself abandoned, his 
, response is, predictably, an emotional one--he takes off 
in an arbitrary direetion at a full run. O'Connor says 
he is like "a maddened pony," and it's ne wonder. Head 
had gotten tired of waiting fer Nelson to awake and had 
used his garbage c:an perc:h t.o send out. an appropriately 
. .-.. i 
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"hollow boom" to startle him. ·· Just above this is the 
reference t~ sunlight mentioned in the first chapter. 
She seems to be reminding us of the earlier use of light, 
and ta be telling us that we are finally seeing the true 
Head 1 '"The sun shed a dull light on the narrow street J 
everything leok:ed like exactly what it was." The 
sWllight reveals Head, "hunched like an eld monkey on 
the garbage ean lid." He has oome about as far from the 
analogy with Vergil and Raphael and all the hyperbole of 
the first paragraphs as anyone c:ould, and as Nelson rans 
down the street we are confident that Head's true nature 
is finally out in the open where we ean see it. 
In his wild gallop away from abandonment, Nelson 
runs headlong into an old woman carrying groceries. She 
is no maternal figure, though but a shrew. Although she 
spends mast of her brief scene on the ground, howling in 
. pain and screaming fer the police, her agony seems to be 
mostly eomie exaggeration. Like all of the other miner 
characters, ··she is used as a foil to elicit a response_ 
from the major eharaeters. 
' 
Nelson is surrounded by harpies, all of the mean 
old woman in the vorlci seem ta have shown up for the 
chance to take revenge on the careless little boys who 
have plagued uhem, and Nelson is their s~~pegeat. 
O'Connor paints the seene vividly, and with her usual 
-
-
" h illi cl N 1 as 1· f ecenomy I T . e women were • ng aroun · e son 
they might. suddenly all dive en him at once and tear him. 
to pieees, and the· old ,roman continued to scream.that 
her ankle was broken and te call for an officer." 
Nelson has never been out of danger sinee we•ve known 
him, but the danger has never been sc palpable before. 
This is Head's big chanee. Aside from his duties as a 
guardian, he is directly responsible for the accident. 
If he accepts his guilt. now, admits he is and has been 
wrong, and offers to set things right, ·we will forgive 
him everything. 
I 
I 
But we should know what to expect by now ~rom Head. 
He has been watching the persecution cf Nelson from 
behind a trash box, but a mysterious "something" forces 
him to leave his true country and approach the howling 
· wemen. He's dragging his heels, thinking about the 
police and his own safety. Nelson sees him coming and 
spr inga teward him. O 'Conner shows the boy• s desper·ation 
in ene lines ''The child caught him around the hips and 
cl\Ulg panting against him.•• ( P• 123). 
This transfers the harpies• attack from grandson 
to grandfather, and the injured woman demands payment·· 
for her "injuries." Nelson is si1ently and unconsciously 
demandin~ the same thing, of coursep but both injured 
parties fail to get what they deserve. In describing 
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what happens next, O'Connor returns to the mixed point 
of view she had in relating Head's decision to abandon 
Nelson in the first plaee. Most of the scene is 
reported as a percept.ion of Head's responses by an 
omniscient narrator. Only in one line does she break 
in on Head's actual thoughtss 
Mr. Head was trying te detaeh Nelson's 
fingers from the flesh in the back of 
his legso The eld man°s head had 
lowered itself into his eollar like a 
turtleJ his eyes were glazed with fear 
and eaution. 
"Your boy has broken my anklel" 
the old woman shouted. "Pelicel" 
Mr. Head sensed the approach of the 
policeman· fre>m behinde He star·ed 
straight ~ead at the women wh~ were 
massed in their fury like a. solid wall 
to block his escape. "This is not my 
boy," he said. "I never seen him 
before." 
He felt Nelson's fingers fall out 
of his flesh. 
Anyone whe needs an interpretation of this scene need 
only to leek at the next line to find O'Connor's 
meanings "The women dropped back, staring at him with 
horror, as if they were so repulsed by a man who would 
deny his own image and likeness that they eould net 
bear to lay hands en him." In denying Nelsen, Head h.as 
denied himselfo 
As Head walks away from his grandson he sees a 
"hollow uannel" before him, the image he taught to 
~6-
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Nelson has eome baek to haunt him, and this tunnel is 
eertainly the opening to Hell. It is not the same 
tunnel, however, which Nelson saw when he stood in front 
of the dark woman. That tunnel led to his unconscious, 
to the full realization of his natural human impulses, 
to sensu,al.ity and emetion which had been denied him from 
Head who is sc wrapped up in his pride and his thoughts 
(hence his name) that he has lost the capacity to express 
emotion. This is one ef those details which o•conner 
says "tend to accumulate meaning from the stery itself." 
.:.:, ..... 
It is a measure of her artistry that she can use one 
image to earry more than one meaning, depending on 
context, rather than aeeepting a eenventional symbolic 
• meaning. 
The ene interruption in the description above 
relates Head's pereeptien of a policeman coming ~P behind 
him. The faet that this perception is wrong, that there 
is no officer in sight, is nearly as significant as the 
denial itself. His pereeptien has been distorted 
through the "fear and caution" whieh glaze his eyes hare 
and whieh made them shine baek on the train at the 
appreaeh of Nelsen's "first nigger.". His pride has alao 
been active here, since o•conner has al~eady to1d the 
reader that. he had never been "a1eecsted by a policeman." 
Regardless of the effeet of the sunlight, Head sees ne 
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more aecntrately now than he did in the moonlight._ The 
difference, of eourse, is in the reader's perception of 
hims O'Connor had originally caused that perception to 
be disterted se that he was forced to see Head~hrough 
his own myopic eyes) here she lets him see action 
clearly and allows him to make up his own mind about 
its meaning. 
The effect of the denial on Nelson is inunediate. 
In the spaee of a paragraph he is transformed from a 
frightened child into a mature and "dignified0' adult. 
The destruction ef Nelsen's childhood now seems complete, 
and one would expect the initiation te be over. 
O'Connor still has a card up her sleeve, but as he 
vatehes Nelson's reaetion to the denial the reader feels 
as if he is seeing the climax of the boy's introduction 
to experienae. That perception may preve to be premauure. 
Nelsen has jammed his hat on his head "so that 
there were ne longer any creases in it• in an attempt to 
bloek the sunlight and the new pereeptien ef Head it has 
given him. He follows Head "mechanically" at a distance 
of twenty paces. He eannet abandon his grandfather, 
since he has nowhere else to go, but he cannot everloek 
the sin whiah has just been eomited either. He is 
trapped by his situation~ but exercises what freedom he 
has by his refusal to speak to or walk with Head. 
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O'Connor 1:ella us almost-nothing of Nelsen•• min«, she 
mentions only thats "The boy was net ef a forgiving 
nature but this was the first time he had ev~r had 
anything to forgive. Mr. Head had never diagraeed him 
before.• This is surely an ironie c:011ment. indicating 
Nelson's own problems with perception. 
She foeuaes instead en Head's reaction to his ovn 
sin. She says that, as he begins te feel •the depth ef 
his depial," his f eatvires take on the outward appearance 
ef his empty feelings. He has lost the vay completely, 
and is afraid that if dark overtakes them they will be 
bea1:en- and robbed. In what may be true repentance or 
only rationalized fear, Head says of the possibility that 
t.hey will be Dl\1.gged1 "The speed ef God's justiee was 
only what he expected fer himself• but he could not stand 
to think that his sins would be visited upon Nelson and 
that even now, he was leading the boy to his doom." The 
- reader having had so nmah trouble with Head• s self-
perceptions before that'he is naturally skeptical· now 
and O'Connor returns to her original tactic ef leaving 
the reader at t.he mercy of Head•• perceptions with no 
informatien to test th,• by. 
As Head walks blindly on he trips ewer a water 
spigot on a lawn. He reealls that neither of them had 
drunk anything all clay and hopes th-at if they drink 
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together they will be re-united. We should remember 
this early attempt to "force" ·a re-union due to their 
~ 
mutual thirst, since it is a clear precursor of the 
signifieanee of the "artificial nigger." Head has 
already tried to f oree them back together over a Coke, 
which Nelson silently refused. Now he is getting 
desperate. Nelson refuses to drink with Head, and his 
disdain causes real despair in the old mans 
He lest all hope. His face ih the 
waning afternoon light looked 
ravaged and abandonedo He could 
feel the boy 0 s steady hate, 
traveling at an even pa.ea behind 
him and he knew that (if by some 
miracle. they escaped being 
murdered in the eity) it would 
continue just that way for the 
rest of his lifeo He kllew that 
now h@ was wandering into a black 
strange place where n@thing was 
like it had ever been before, a 
long o1d age without respect and 
an end that W@Uld be welcome 
beeause it would be the @nde (p. 124). 
This is his Hell, a living one which offers no 
escape. From the subtle interweaving of the inscription 
over Dante's Hell in the first three lines to the 
<i . . escr1pt1on of a "black strange place where not-bing was 
like it had been before," there • doubt of the ever 18 no 
perception here. The sunlight • 1S fading, it is late 
I I 
. afternoon, but we can still see things clearly--or can 
we? We assume that Head despairs be~ause he realizes 
his true natare and he sees no hope for redemption, no 
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.. way out of Hell for the tI""uly repentant, while. they can 
(> 
still demonstrate that repentaftce on earth. Looking 
baek over the passage one notices the last lines, a 
pathetic description of a lonely old age, and begins to 
" 
WC!)nder ju.st what kind of Hell this is. Head is worried 
about living without respect. He is not concerned with 
the Divine Respanse to his sin, but is afraid that he 
will never regain his dominance over Nelson. If ··~he 
reader remembers the grasping hope Head had for the trip, 
his desire to show the boy "everything there· is to see 
in a city so that he would be content to stay at home 
for the rest of his life," he may begin to correctly 
interpret this strange despair. 
O'Connor provides Head with an appropriate backdro, 
to his new-found sense of sin. Her description of the 
suburban neighborhood seems to indicate they are actually 
traveling through Hell. As Peter Hays points outs 
The description @f the l~~ale 
eontinues tc remind one @f The 
Infer~~v espeeially of th@ Ninth 
cirele9 C@eytu~Q th@ fr@zen pit in th@ d~pths @f H~llv in whieh 
the b@t~ay@r$ ~@ fro~@n in four 
eonc@ntrie ~ircle~ ~round S~tans 
•• •• o fr6>~~n in th@ very e~nte~ of Coeytu~ i~ thr@e~h@~d@d Satan, 
ripping in his central mouth 
Juda~ Iseariet, betrayer of Chri~t.4 
. 
They have entered a rich suburb, the sun has dropped down 
behind the mansions which "were like partially submerged 
I\ 
icebergs in the distance." Head thinks of finding a 
sever to disappear down just as he hears a bark and looks 
up to see 00 a fat man approaching with two bull dogs." 
If this is Hell, and the man and dogs are three-headed 
Satan, Head doesn't know it. His re1ief at finding 
someone to direct him to the train gets comically tangled 
up with his spiritual condition as he begs the man for 
.helps 
.. 
He waved both arms like someone 
shipwreeked on a desert island. 
"I'm lostl" he called. "I'm 
lost and can°t find my way and 
me and this b@y have g~t to 
catch this train and I can't 
find the staticno Oh Gawd I'm 
lest! Oh help me Gawd I 9 m lostl" 
The inhabitants cf this lily=white, upper class 
suburb could probably qualify as betrayers since their 
artificially restricted neighborhood is a denial of 
their human relatienship with the Blacks. They there-
fore deserve their luxurious but frozen Ninth Circ1e. 
Also this ironic Vergil has been leading his Dante in a 
circular path torough an earthly Hel1 all day, so it is 
appropriate that they finish up in Coeytus. And the .~ 
~'-"' -:. 
reference to Judas brings to mind Head's betrayal--so · 
perhaps this is where h_e belongs too. ' But the most 
important part of the se,ene is Head's nake.d humility in· 
asking for help--especially so desperatly. His pride 
seems to have been stripped .away, leaving him ready for 
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the action of grace. If it came at this moment,- Head 
would be saved. 
Nelson, meanwhile, is in a He11 of his own~ . 
O'Connor says that he is plotting revenge, filling his 
mind with hatred for his grandfather, and planning on 
final retribution. This is, of course, a sin--even 
·though the resu1t of the initiation--and O'Connor 
indicates that Nelson needs help in ridding himself of 
. 
the sin, and that he is getting its 
As for Nelson, his mind had frozen 
around his grandfather 0 e treachery 
as if he were trying tc preserve it 
intact t~ present at th~ final judgemento He walked without look-
ing to one side or the other, but 
every n~w and then his mouth would 
twitch and this was when he f@lt, 
from some remote place inside him-
self, a black mysterious form reach 
up as if it would melt his frozen 
vision in ene hct grasp. 
Nelson's vision has been frozen in sin, but something 
inside of him is trying te turn him away from that sin. 
Perhaps it is the same something which produced a 
similar vision as he slept on the· sidewalk. There we 
were teld1 "The boy was dozing fitfully, half eonseieus 
of vague noises and blaak·forms moving up from some dark 
part ef him into the light." (p. 122). It may be the 
emotions stirred by the dark weman. it may be the aetien 
of merey and grace, whatever its origin it is apparent 
h N h h i . . t at · elaan -· as t e sav ng eapac1ty to forgive. In a 
, . 
minute·- he will have to act on that eapaeity, but it is 
by no means certain ·that he takes advantage of it. 
:~ 
.,,: 
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CHAPTER THREE 
I suppose the devil teaches most 
of the lessons that lead to self-
knowledge. 1 - F. O'Connor 
' .·' .• - ~,. _i. 
The sins we have seen Head commit are not minor ones. 
Jiis pride has caused him to humiliate his grandson, to li·e: 
t:o him and attempt· to· entrap him. His pride has also caused 
' . 
' 
·him to transmit his: racism to the ·boy, to corrupt and distort 
=Nelson's perception of mankind and to erect false barriers be-
tween the boy an~ the· rest of the world. He has taught Nelson 
to repress his. emotions and his capacity to love. Worst of 
•. I• 
all, of course, his pride--along with his cowardice--has caused 
him to deny his grandson when the boy needed him most, and in 
so doing he denied himself--his very reason for living--as a 
Christian and especially as a "spiritual guide." 
O'Connor has shown ·these sins by juxtaposing H·e:ads ;, s dis-
torted perception with n:true 0 perceptions revealed through 
a~tion and dialogue. His self-righteousness and pride allow 
hi·m to -set himself up as a spiritual guide, a distorted per-
b~ption of his true nature and ability, and by doing so he has 
,committed the gravest sin. As the reader watched him wander 
aimlessly through the suburb after the denial, he wasn't sure 
if Head had accepted responsibility for those·sins. He is in 
,despair, apparently over his utter failure in the denial scene, 
·but he does not recognize his. other sins--he has not yet 
achieved a true perception of.himself. Until he does so he 
=-,- . 
will remain trapped in his pride, unable to accept the offer· 
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of grace, 
- . -
. 
. ' 
. The three-headed betraye~ he meets in the frozen hell 
outside of Atlanta provides him with directions to·th~ station, 
and Head is jubilant at the ·prospect of returning home. ·He 
"stared as if he were slowly returning from the dead," and 
turns to tell Nelson the good news, expecting that their de-
< 
liverence will effect the boy as it ~as him. Nelson is still 
I 
wrestling with his own sin of revenge, and o·•connor's descrip-
- .. 
tion of him is a small masterpiece •. She rarely refers to Nelson 
-as a child--mainly because Head has forced him to act like an 
A 
. adult most of his life--but here she juxtaposes the designation 
with a description of his response to Head which would be terri-
ble enough from an adult, and is truely horrible from a ten year 
old: 
The child was standing about ten feet 
away, his face bloodless under the 
gray hat. His eyes were triumphantly 
cold, There was no light in them, no 
feeling, no interest. He was merely 
there, a small figure, waiting. Home 
was nothing to him. (p.125), 
This precipitates only deeper despair from Head. A 
possible indication that he is concerned more with Nelson's 
rejection of him than he is with his own guilt and sin, At 
any rate, the _boy's refusal of a reconciliation makes Head 
sink deeper into guilt than he has so far gone. Then he sees 
something which distracts him: 
Mr. Head turned slowly. He felt he 
knew now what time would be like 
without seasons and what heat would 
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be like without light and what man 
=would be like without salvation. He 
didn't care if he ne~er made the train 
and if it had not been for what caught 
his attention, like a cry out of the'·.) 
gathering dusk, he might have forgotten 
there was a station to go to. 
The lack of ·mercy he ·sees in Nelson reminds him immediately· 
of God's mercy and the hope of salvation. Yet he doesn't 
I . 
consider actual salvation, which would require little more 
' than humility and sincere repentence from him now. His pride 
has suffered too mortal a blow to admit the possibtlity of 
rnercy--he had perceived himself as righteous and good, and 
now perceive~ himself as irrevocably lost. Neither percep~ 
tion is accurate, buJ Head's pride won't let him see himself 
as anything but superlative, he can not be average or half-
way. 
The "cry out·of the gathering dusk" which catches his 
attention is, of course, the artificial nigger. The statue is 
chipped, faded, and deformed, a.nd is coming unstuck from its 
perch. It is about Nelson's size and, like Nelson, looks 
· . .,. -··-· 
neither old nor young. Head has never seen anything like it 
before, it is an unfathomable mystery which stops him dead. 
Even Nelson is perplexed by it. His grandfather's startled 
response gives the statue a name, "an artificial nigger," 
which reveals the nature of their confusion to us. Their 
world-view···,Jras not prepared them for the possibility of lawn 
ornaments in general, but the racism which. has preoccupied 
them all day has certainly made this apparent tribute to a 
Black unexp~ainable. The mystery· grows out of their own sin 
0 
,.and false perception. 
h ·~1;:. 
The des<?ription of the statu·e. is ripe with me·a:ning, 
(:tnd O ·'C·onnor packs a history into i;'t which is remarkable to 
see:: 
It was not :possible to tell if the 
artificial Negro were meant to be 
young or old; he looked too miser-
able to be either. He was meant to 
look happy because his mouth was 
stretched up at the corners but the 
chipped eye and the angle he was cocked 
at gave him a·wild look of misery in-
stead. 
"An artificial nigger!" Nelson 
repeated in Mr. Head's exact tone. 
Th.e f>c1rce:cl and s.habby gayety and the misery showing· ·bene.~t.h 
the surface need no commentary, brt f els on• s reaction is 
. )i!i> 
worthy of c.lose· atten.tion. He has had: trou·b·ie wi.th Head"'s 
racism al.l day; at first it humiliate·d h.im and late·r it made 
.hi.m ashamed of his newl;y r.ecognized ernot:ionai needs. He h.as 
·"'learne.d" racism well e.n.ough but his re·sponse to the dark wo-
rn.an indicated that his knowledge of it. i,s .a.ff·ected. by: hi.s 
.. 
,natural feeli~gs. Since all "niggers''· are a·rt1f'ic.ial, intel.-. 
lectual constructs, racism itself is artificial and therefore 
. . . f. 
fragile. He knows racis.m but he doesn't feel it. Yet it is' 
racism which is abou.t to reunite them, and :ha·s :already made 
th·em identical in their ignorance: 
The two of them stood there with their 
necks forward at almost the same angle 
and their shoulders curved in almost 
exactly the same way and their hands 
trembling identically in their pockets. 
Mr. Head looked like an ancient child 
and Nelson like a miniature old man. -:, 
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The actual cause of· their reunion is their ignorance. 
:,["°he:y can't understand why anyone would want a statue of a 
J3.lack on his front lawn, can't figure out what it represents. 
. I' 
, All day, and probably since they've known each other, they 
have carried on a running feud. Their battle is, in a sense, 
a battle of wits: .-each wanted the last word, wanted not just 
t·o be right· but · to expose the. -other's ignorance. The. :wa.~r be-., 
tween them has s~ut out any perception of their need for ea~h 
other, and has disguised th.eir true ignorance behind a facade 
. . 
of superficial knowledge. ::s_i·nce the reader has been focusing 
on Head, he. t:ends to fot··g:et that Nelson is just as- guilty of 
·this distorte·d. :and dangerous perception. Under normal circum-
stances they w9uld ·be scrambling .to come up with an explanation 
of th~statue, to be the first to explain it to the other. But 
their experiences have unsettled their normal responses, they 
are too emotionally exhausted to act in the familiar way. 
·caught off guard, they both expose their ignorance in a. -wa.y 
they had_neyer done before. 
Although some, like.~eterHays, 2 .claim the statue is 
.Satan at the center of Hell, O'Connor has said, as we have 
noted, that it is the occasion for the offering of grace, the 
•\ 
cause of their reu·ni.on; therefore must be an· agent of the 'Di-
vine. In forcing them tp_. display their own ignorance, it 
brings them together in their mutual mystification. The reader 
has been pleading with Head all da_y to admit and accept. his own 
i.gnorance, so far he hasn't •. Now s:omeone Else is ,asking for 
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humility from h:im, and tll-i_s:c may be his last ¢hance to save -
himself. 
Head and Nelson, as we have se_en, are lost in the 
_devil's territory and have now been offered grace. Immedi-
ately after the lines which unite them physically, she des~ 
cribes their apparently identical confusion, as well as Head's 
response to it:-
They stood gazing at the artificial 
Negro as if they were faced with some 
great mystery, some monument to another's 
victory that brought them together in 
their common defeat. They could both 
feel it dissolving their differences -
like an action of mercy. Mr. Head had 
never known before what Mer~y felt 
like because he had been too good to 
deserve any, but he felt he knew now, 
There has been some controversy over the precise meaning of 
"some monument to another's victory," and I have been unable 
to find anyone who can offer a satisfactory interpretation. 
The confusion is due to the explanation of the statue which 
Head is about to offer, which makes "another's victory" simply 
mean restricted real estate. But Head has not thought of this 
yet, since-if he had there would be no reason for his confusion 
• 
here. If we notice the rest of the sentence, which describes 
their "common defeat," we can guess that the "victory" invol-
ved is simply the knowledge behind the statue--the reason for 
putting it there in the first places Head and Nelson are mysti-
fied by the fact that the rich suburbanites want to keep a 
statue of a "nigger" on their lily-white·street. The impulse 
would never occur to them' or their redneck friends at home. 
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' The victory is in knowing why the statue is there, they are 
.. 
defeated by their inability to relate such a thing to their 
own lives, 
Head's response to the mercy which he feels is being 
offered is an index to his own sin. It is, basically, the 
same response he has had. to everything today--pride. His per-
ceptions have always been annoying, often been sinful., and 
sometimes have been actively harmful to Nels·.on; but never has 
his pride so, distorted the truth as it ci:oe-s he-re. His easy 
assumption that }Je had always be-en ''t:.o:o g·o:od to deserve a.ny" 
mercy provei·s: c··onclusively -t-hat. h 1e has. no.t--: accepted responsi~ 
bility for hi·s sins, hasn't re.c:og_ni.z.ed his fatal pride, and 
" is undeserving, therefore, o-:f the offered grace. If not un-
' .; .. , )· 
· -.deserving, he is at J..ea-s:t :so bound up in his distorted self-
·perception tha.t. he.: i:s unab·le to accept ttre offer once it has 
been made, The next lines tell this clearly, and show Head us-
ing the offereq. mercy to f.orc:e: a reunion, just a.-s- h.e had tried 
to use the·ir mutual thirst oe··ft)r.e. 
·Head and Nelson have been reunited by their perception 
:of their mutual ignorance; a satisfact-ory response to that 
ignorance would be humility an·d the beginning of a re.al r.e.la.-
tionship on the wreckage of their futile attempts to be one up 
,_/0J1: each.· other •. Typically, Head takes the opposite approach: 
He looked at Nelson and understood 
that.he must say something to the 
child to show that he was still wise· 
·and in the look the boy returned he 
saw a hungry need for that assurance. 
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Nelson's eyes seemed to implore h+m 
to explain once and for all the m¥s-· 
tery of existence. -(-emphasis added).· 
......... ~---. 
Nelson is not waiting for an explanation at all. Hi$· qwn: 
·' 
sin, the hatred that· -was frozen in his mind, has ap·-parently 
been -exorcised by· his reali~ation of- their common ignorance. 
l-{ea:d has- _h,ad s_eve·ra:l chances to do t-he right thing ·for Nelson 
·apq ·th-eir- r·e::1ation$hip, but t·his: .is his greatest chance of -all. 
-As: m.i-gh·t be -~xpected, his prid·e, pre,vents the right r-eSJ)<Jn·se--
~ 
' . . 
a:n admission of mutual ign-.orance.: and_ i_nnocence-.-and: :cfistorts 
"i-ris perception of the b:oy's: itnp:loring. ~yes. It is his own de- _, ... 
s .. i.re to return to 'hi:s pre:vi·o·us -c-o-ndit.ion as a spiritual guide 
·-
tha t creates the tteed to pr.educe t·he -a:nsw;e··r to the "mystery of 
existence.•• The statue has pe·rt,:l._~-~e·d Nels:on, but it is- doubt-
ful that the mystery of exi-.ste·n.c.e has even crossed his mind~ 
Head's response to ·the imagined question is drenched 
.irony, and those critics who are eager for a ·"happy" ending 
have apparently misconstrued that irony a_s sincerity: 
Mr. Head opened his lips to make a lofty 
statement and heard himself say, "They 
ain't got enough real ones here. They 
got to have an artificial one." ( p.126) • 
Head is probably ironically correct, as he so often has be~p.," 
but it is doubtful that he could understand why. The upper 
class Whites who inhabit Cocytus feel free to decorate their 
homes with ra..c-ist stereotypes precisely because they "ain't 
got enough real one·s here." It is probable that not even 
their inse·ps.i.ti·v·i:.ty would allow them to do so in a mixed 
. ,I 
neighborhood.J But Head seems to imagine that the statue is 
I 
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t·a_-king the place of the real thing, · or is" operating· as a ., 
,'-·-~.·negative signpost. Or perhaps he doesn't know what.h-e-.. means, 
which is more likely. Looking back reveals that some myster-
ious fore~ has produced the ~nswer for him, and ~e is surprised. 
to hear it •. 
When we recall all of the rr1:isinforrnation sprinkled 
through with ironically correct answers that we have heard 
Head give to Nelson before, we shouldn't be surprised to find 
t-h.e phenomenon again. OttConnor has ironically suggested that 
tt·:ead has been given the knowledge, through the action of mercy, 
w·ith which to answer Nelson, We must assume this is ironic 
Since we realize the prideful impul~e which has made him try 
to explain, the statue, and the racist form of his "answer" to 
the question he thinks Nelson is asking. God doesn't work in. 
_ways that strange, His wonders to perform. We can also·sus-
pect Head's answer because of Nelson's response, or lack of 
response, to it: 
After a second, the boy nodded with 
a strange shivering about his mouth, 
and said, "Let's go home before we 
get ourselves lost again." 
::: 
·This doesn't seem to be the appropriate response from someone 
who has just been given the answer to the mystery of existence. 
He was on the verge of a complete reconcilliation with his 
"<I 
grandfather, but the attempted answer (which must be as enigma-
tic to Nelson as the statue was) has shown him that Head really 
hasn't changed at all. His eagerness to resume their old re-
lationship demonstrates his inability ·to restructure his atti-
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tudes to allow for mutual understanding and affection. Head's 
distorted perception can see only one role for himself, when 
. -- .. -,- -·· 
. . 
-;he thought he had lost that role,. artd his dominance over Nel-
son, he was in despair. Now that he has impressed Nelson 
.. 
with his "answer," he is ready to continue their running 
feud. To his credit, Nelson simply asks to go homeJ he changes 
the subject in the .same way as he has done before to deflect 
an attack. And Head's attempted explanation of the mysteries 
of existence is just that. 
QBefore we come to Head's cli~actic speech, we would be 
wise to equip ourselves with O'Connor's own attitude toward 
grace and redemption. Fortunately, she expressed her views 
quite fort~rightly--our only problem will be in applying them. 
About redemption she said: 
Redemption is meaningless unless there 
is a cause for it in the actual life 
we live, and for the last few cen-
turies there has been operating in· 
our culture the secular belief that 
there is no such cause. 4 
This is a warning against false-redemption, or the too ·e~s-y 
granting or accepting of grace. She must have felt that 
this easy grace was a real problem, for she commented on it 
frequently. Her fear was that we would substitute compassion 
for moral judgement. In discussing the use of the grotesque 
she explained this furthers 
I think what is meant by compassion 
is that the writer excuses all human 
weakness because human weakness is 
human •.• certainly when the grotesque 
is used in a legitamate way, the 
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intellectual and moral judgements im-
plicit in it-~ill have the ascendency 
over feeling. 5 
In her introduction to! Memoir of Mary Ann, she 
made a similar point about sentimental tendernes·s : 1 
If other ages felt less, they saw more, 
even though they saw with the blind, 
prophetical, unsentimental eye of ac-
ceptance, which is to say, of faith. 
In the abscence of this faith now, we 
govern by tenderness. It is a tender-
ness which, long since cut off from 
the person of Christ, is wrapped in 
theory. When tenderness is detatched 
from the source of tenderness, i·ts 
logical outcome i.s terror. It ends in forced-labor cam,ps and in the fumes of 
the gas chamber. 6 
By granting too easy compassion to Head we will be guilty 
''f 
' 
of such detatched tenderness. If Head is ·actually to re-
ceive redemption, he will have to earn it, will have to find 
a cause for it in his life. So far he appears to be no better 
off than before. He is still full of pride, anxious to domin-
ate Nelson, and has not achieved a true recognition o.f his own 
nature. 
O'Connor would have been the first to suggest that we 
approach his speech through the words themselves, through 
what we can see in the story. She once spoke to a class of 
story writers about. letting moral judgements grow out of the 
action, rather than imposing __ them from outside: 
For the writer of fiction, everything 
has its testing point in the eye, and 
the eye is an organ that eventually 
·involves the whole personality, and 
as much of the world as can be got 
into it. ·rt involves judgement. 
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' Judgement is something that begins 
in the act of. visi·on, .. and when it 
does not, or when it becomes sepa~ 
rated from vision, then a confusion 
exists in the mind which transfers 
itself to the story. 7 
The first thing The reader sees, as Head and Nelson. 
step off their train in the clearing, is the moon, It 
is the same moon which distorted the reader's percep-
tion in the opening paragraph and which made Head's pride 
j. 
manifest in the transformation of his broken-d.own shack into · 
a palace. If one is not suspicious of this "miraculous moon-
light" by now, O'Connor reminds him of its power to distort: 
They went to the door of the train 
and stood ready to jump off if it did 
not stop; but it did, just as the 
moon, restored to its full splendor, 
sprang from a cloud and flooded the 
clearing with light. As they stepped 
off the sage grass was shivering 
gently in shades of silver and the 
clinkers under their feet glittered 
with a fresh black light. The tree-
tops, fencing the junction like the 
protecting walls of a garden, were 
darker than the sky which was hung 
\Vi th gigantic white clouds il.lurninated. 
like lanterns. 
Mr. Head stood very still and 
felt the action of mercy touch him 
again but this time he knew that there 
were no words in the world that could 
name it. 
Perhaps Head can't name it, but the reader should be 
able to. Head has gotten a good look at himself in the harsh 
Atlanta sunlight (although not good enough to show him his 
true nature), but now he is back in his protected garden, 
- safe in the "innocence" of his perception of himself. His 
final attempt to reinstate the old dominance over Nelson, 
-?6- . 
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which he thinks~h~ has ~ccompli·shed, has reinflated his 
pride and his sense of se,curi ty. This morr1:ing he ·felt hi:rn-:~: 
·: ) 
self to be the perfect moral missionary for Nelso~~ in his· 
ey-es he was nearly without sin and capable of offering 
.-s_piri tual instruction, Now he feels that perhaps that pe'.r-. 
_,cte·ption was wrong, but he is about to re:place it with one 
wh··i_c.h .is· j_ust .as pro.u:d and self-inflat·ed,, He started out as I 
to:t-all.y innocent of sin, now h.e -:w,ill de.so,:ribe himself as to-
t~ 1:ly conta.m ina te d by it • 
Hi·s relief at being h9m:e and ·his joy ove.·r· his "reunion-" 
wi:t·h Ne.l.~3'on ma-k,.e him· t·hink ,of mercy: 
He understood that it grew out of 
·agony, which is not denied to any 
man and which is given.in strange 
ways to children. He understood it 
was all a man could carry into death 
to give his Maker and he suddenly 
burned with shame that he had so little. 
of it to take with him. He stood 
appalled, judging himself with the 
thoroughness of God, while the action 
of mercy covered his pride like a 
flame and consumed it. He had never 
thought of himself as a great sinner 
before but he saw now that his true 
depravity had been hidden from him 
lest it cause him despair. 
There is an ecstatic quality to Head's thoughts which encour·--
ages us to believe them, but when we see tn.rough the emotion. 
to the langua.ge- ·itself we begin to su-spect 'something is 
wrong. He claims that his pride ha·s b·e.en (::-.ons-urned like a 
flame by the action of mercy, yet he thinks himself able to 
judge ·himself as i.f ·he were Go~
1
• His shame that he has so · 
. ~ --
little agony to ta.'lce- with him to his maker seems also the 
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product of pride, Head always wants more than his share 
( actually, if- he really acknowledged his ",true depravity" !{ 
he'd have agony to spare!). His rationalization for the 
tardiness of his new "self-knowledge" puts the blame on 
• 
God's shoulders instead of his own. Head seems to be up 
to his old tricks again, and so, for that matter, is 
.. , .. ,, ,,1 
0 'Connor, She ·gives the reader no yardstick by which t_o -
judge Head's redemption but the reader's moral sense and the 
carefully constructed hyperbole of Head's ••confession." 
r·f Head's pride peeks through certain lines of the 
firs·t· part of hi~. 0 acceptance of grace," it stands up in 
. full view in the second half, Since he has already decided 
that he has received grace, Head feels confident in making 
a full confession. Unfortunately, he confesses for every~ 
body's sins but his own: 
He realized he was forgiven for sins 
from the beginning of time, when he 
had conceived in-his own heart the 
sin of Adam, until the present when 
he had denied poor Nelson. He saw 
that no sin was too monstrous for him 
to claim as his own, and since God loved 
in proportion as He forgave, he felt 
ready at that instant to enter Paradise. 
T~he only one of his sins which he accepts is the unavoid-
able one, the denial of ttpoor Nelson." The last lines 
seem to describe his true depravity; he is taking out an 
insurance policy against Paradise, claiming bigger sins in 
order to get a better reward, he is ready to pay extrava-
gant premiu~s now in order to find a higher pay-off in 
Heaven. 
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His invocation of Adam and his easy acceptance of 
original .sin do double duty, as so many of O'Connor's de-
tails do. The reader has already_been told that the clear-
in·g resembles· a garden, in a minute the train will have 
"glided past them and disappeared like a frightened ser-
pent into tfi~ woods." With all these hints it is easy to 
recall the first initiation experience in Eden. The train 
h·as tempted Head with knowledge, the ·sam.e .It knowledge o·f go·od: 
and evil" which the original serpent offered to Eve. She and 
Adam accepted the offer,' gained experience, and were shut out 
" 
of the garden when they lost their innocence. Head has re-
fused the serpent's offer, has turned down real knowledge to 
·return to his "garden." with his false innocence intact. His 
pride has distorted his perception to the point where he can 
claim true knowledge without earning it, and can fool himself 
into believing that he can judge himself with the thoroughne~s: 
of God, who surely would reach a different judgement bf this 
shortsighted old con man. There can be no redemption where 
:-...,· 
-.. there is no repentence, and no amount of compassion ·or senti-
mental tenderness will alter that fact. 
-'·: 
ijead was unbearably self-righteous before his experience, 
but one can hardly imagine how pompous he will become now that 
-he feels ready to enter Paradise with a paid-up poli·cy. And 
"poor Nelson" is going to have to live with that self-righteous-
ness. O'Connor saves her last word for the child, and, as we 
might expect, the last look at him is shrouded .in ambiguity: 
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Nelson, composing his expression 
under.the shadow .of his hat brim, 
watched him with a mixture of fati-
gue and suspicion, but as the train 
glided past them and disappeared like 
a frightened serpent into the woods, 
even his face lightened and he mut-
·tered, "I'm glad I've went once, but 
I '11 never go back again! " 
:so Head has gotten his wi.s.h after all, th~. bQy·•s 
1c1.st rnutterance is :a pa.t.het·ic hope to remain in: his pr~o-... 
·tected garden. Y·et the.re is that mixture of fatigue an·d 
·. 
· suspicion with ~nJ:.o:n h.:e. w~ticJ1e .. s. hi·s grandf.ather' s sile11.t: · ec--. 
. , 
stacy, a ho-pJrftll s.:i._gr:i s·i:-nce he wil-1 probctbly have ·to en:du.-re 
an onslaught :of pompous self-righteo·usness from H.·ea.d wJt-ich 
will make their previous wars look like pillow fights. And 
Che :is still u.n.d:er the :s.hadow of. h.is hat, still no.t suscepti-
ble to the distortion$' -of t::he mo,011light. Itt fact, he seems 
to be in ·m·uc.h the same :co_n-d:iti.on as wne·n we found him. He: 
.d.oes :h.a\fe:: t.h .. e expe:r'ie·-nce :of the. ·d,en.tal, the true perce:p·tio.n 
.of·· H-ead. wn·ic.:h :he found ·in th,e s·unlight, and perhaps tha:t wi.11 
sus'ta-in him t:hr.01l"g;h ·th.e 1:ong. wa-rs· ahead. 
o 'Connor ·has ·m:ade ·s'ome .ge_nerai. rema-r:ks.: a.bo.ut her stor-
ies which may h·:·e;lp, ·in a final .a·ss.e~t$ment o_f ;.:rr·ne, Artifici~t:l 
. ·N·igger." Two. t.Jf these, whic·h :d-e.a.l wi·t·h he:r' tis.e·. :o·f· .graoe--~ 
,:s-eem especially .appropriate 1 
·. -ana·: 
·r have found, in short, from reading 
my own writing, that my subject in 
fiction is the action of grace in 
.territory held largely by the devil. 8 
There is a moment of grace in most of 
the stories, or a moment where ·it is 
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- o·ffered, and· i:~_ is usually rejected. 9 
Mbre directly; she has said about this particular storyi 
Predictable, predetermined a·cti-on·s 
have a comic interest for me, it is · .. 
the free act, the acceptance of_grace 
particularly, that I always have my 
eye on as the thing that will make 
the story work ••• In "The Artificial · 
Nigger" it is what the artificial 
nigger does to reunite Mr. Head and 
Nelson. None of these things can be 
predicted. They~represent the work-
ings of -grace for the characters. 10 
Wit:J1out _free- will:, :her characters would be robot$,: 
:s·t,trt·ernent-· about ~The· A.rtific·ial Ni-gg;--er'' -demonstrates this. 
A·-t ·firs.t gla-nce it see.ms: t<o co:ntai·n no room·· for interpreta-
t·i.:on. I~ut she s·a·ys on.ly ·t·hat the ''a:1:-tifi·c·ia:l nigger" re-
unite·s them--a sirnp:le fact, obvious from t;'h~.e text--and that 
this represents: -the "working .of grace.,"' :Sh~. doesn't care to 
comment on- whether or not t:be offer .of grace is accepted, and 
that is whe-re-· the problem a·rtses. 
Th-.e: ·chie·f difficulty :r ·have ha.d. i.n .ao--'C-"E~.·p:tii:ng .. ."the· read-
·1·ngs .of 1;·he story by th·e· -critics me:ntione.o .in -the introduction 
is that ·they won't allow her the fre·edom which these sta tem·ent~l 
demand •. Her subject is not grace, as those critics would in~· 
sist, · but: the offering of grace "in territory held large:ly· 1J:.y· 
,,, 
the devil," an .offer which "is usually rejected,'~ This is ·t.he· 
-
adtion of free will, man's birthright, but something which too, 
many' critics would deny her characters. - Most often this means: 
. ' 1 
a1s·o denying her pervasive. irony. Even critics like Sister 
-8~-
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Bernetta, who are involved in an' ironic reading of the story 
.. 
will suddenly· insist that the irony stops before the climax 
begins. Carter Martin, on the other hand, exemplifies the 
critics who are so intent on O'Connor's religion that they. 
·either overlook or actually d.i$tort the iro·ny, and often end 
·up by failing to perceive any irony in the story at all. This 
sort of thing enables Martin to talk of Head's "epiphany" and 
:°"illumination° 11 'and to describe the effect of the statue on 
th:em. as "their common recogni tiori of a symbol l.eveling them· 
in their misunderstanding and guilt, revealing to them the 
oneness of men in gui 1 t, ignorance, and the suffering of in-
. . t. ti 12 JUS 1.ce. 
However, by concentrating on the irony which surro·unds-
.Head in every paragraph from first to last, a reader can fol-
low O'Connor as she undermines and. def la tees Head's claims to 
redemption. The reader's awareness of irony cannot begin here 
and stop there, merely to satisfy doctrinal interpreta ti ans, 
he has to allow O'Connor to control his perceptions, and to 
·ae·monstrate her meaning through comi.c reduction and ironic 
juxtaposition--and esp~cially through dialogue and ~ction, 
This is no more than any writer asks of his reader. I 
Because of this, the narrator's changing point of 
view may initially seem to be a flaw in the story. In the 
opening and concluding paragraphs, the narrator seems to agree 
with Head's perception of himself; indeed, the narrative des-
cription supports his self-deception. A reader is forced by 
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·the very nature of fiction_ to rely on an omniscient narrator--
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_at least-until proven unreliable. The action which comes be-
tween the initial and final paragraphs does show us how unre-
liable the narrator has been, there is little question that 
- we. are seeing, and more importantly being told, the "truth" 
about Head. But this seems to reverse·.the usual order and 
·so demands explanation. 
By testing his orjginal perception of Head, given 
through n~rrative description, with the reality. of the br~ak-
fast quarrel a reader was able to re-evaluate his experience 
i.with Head and with the narrator. When he does so he finds 
that he has been deceived by the narrator into a false per-
ception, and that he has ·even overlooked certain anomalies 
in order to rely on the narrator's description. It is not 
difficult to see,_especially after a reading of the whole 
story, that this predicament is almost identical to Nelson's. 
In fact, an equation ean be set up to state that the reader 
I • 
is in the same relation to the narrator as Nelson is to Head. 
The reader, like Nelson, is initially innocent, his percep-
tions are controlled and reality is interpreted for him by_ 
the narrator--just as Nelson's are by Head. And, just as 
Head leads Nelson astray, the· reader is deceived by his guide 
- as well. Just as the reader is forced to test the interpre-
tations against·action and dialogue, Nelson must also test 
his. 
In this way O'Connor seems to be seeking to strengthen 
our experience of the story by insisting that we "learn" our _,_,_ 
r --
• .. j• • 
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lessons· in the same way Nelson learns his. Hopefully, the 
_., 
reader finishes with a more accurate perception of Head than 
Nelson seems to. By using her narrator to physically demon-
strate the initiation.process, O'Connor accomplishes at least 
two more things. She shows the reader the danger inherent 
in allowing another to controll your perceptions and, more 
importantly, the interpretation of what is perceived. She 
also demonstrates her belief in the reliability of concrete 
~eali ty. In the miraculous moonlight, perception is distor-
ted. But by dropping the unreliable narrator. during the trip 
to Atlanta she,allows the reader to correct his judgements 
by testing them against "things as they really are." 
When she returns to her u·nreliable narrator for the 
conclusion, the reader shoul·d be able to recognize the change. 
Now that he is aware of Head's true sin, he should realize 
that only by accepting responsibility for his pride, and its 
attendant sins, can Head hope for real redemption. Since the 
only "actual" sin which Head accepts in his confession is the 
denial of Nelson, the reader should realize that the pride 
which has condemned Head is still controlling him, Armed as 
he now is with the perceptions gathered during the trip, the 
reader can evaluate this information for himself, can realize 
that Head's acceptance of grace is ironic and false since it 
is not accompanied by. true repentence. The unreliable narra-
tor is still at work, still trying to distort his perception, 
as Head is expected to continue to distort Nelson'~ now that 
j., . 
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he's been "saved~" But the read·er should have learned too 
much about the deceiver to be taken in· a·~econd time. 
If O'Connor had simply dramatized her meaning, we could 
have 0 learned" it easily enough; but by involving us in the 
process she was describing she is able to make us actually 
feel her meaning. The difference between learning and feel. 
ing is certainl.y one of the more important messages embodied 
in her use of the storyt'S "niggers" and their combined arti-
fi.ciali ty ·" The reader who has been following that message 
and who is aware of the controlled use of the deceptive narra-
tor should have little trouble interpreting Head's "redernption 11 
correctly. Without such knowledge, the reader is at the mercy 
of Head and the ••miraculous moonlight" and is trapped in. ,a 
"Barnum and Bailey world/Just as phoney as it can be." 
·~·· 
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